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Executive Summary
Background
NFPA analysis of smoke alarms in US homes, from 2007 – 2011, show that approximately 96% of homes
have at least one smoke alarm. However, the data shows that, in this period, only 73% of the homes had
working smoke alarms. Statistics reveal that fatalities were twice as high in homes that did not have any
working smoke alarms as it was in home fires with working smoke alarms. Homeowner’s response to
nuisance alarming has been identified as one of the reasons for disabling of smoke alarms.
A UL 217 Standard Technical Panel (STP) Task Group (TG) was formed to consider how to approach and
address reducing Nuisance Alarms for smoke alarms/detectors. In addition, a second task group was
formed that was commissioned to develop new flaming and smoldering polyurethane (PU) foam fire
tests to complement existing UL 217 and UL 268 tests. As a result of this work, and similar activity
described in NIST Technical Note 1837, UL proposed revisions to UL 217 and UL 268 to accept the test
methods developed by the TG with an acceptance criteria of 12 %/ft. smoke obscuration (OBS) for the
smoldering PU foam and 5 %/ft. OBS for flaming. This proposal did not reach consensus and many of
the STP comments indicated that the proposed flaming limit would force existing products to become
more sensitive to nuisance sources.
In June of 2014, and under the auspice of UL’s STP TG for nuisance alarms, the Fire Protection Research
Foundation (FPRF) sponsored a nuisance alarm research project. The investigation focused on three
cooking scenarios that generate nuisance alarms as identified by the NIST research. These were (i)
toasting bread; (ii) pan frying hamburger; and (iii) broiling hamburger. While the results of this research
are pending, UL recognized that additional research was needed to complement the FRPF sponsored
research to develop baseline smoke signature data in representative kitchen configurations. The data
would assist in identifying smoke signal levels associated with cooking events and may then be used to
develop standard test protocol(s) for nuisance alarm testing.

Research Objectives
The research objectives of the investigation were:
1. Develop baseline data on smoke generated during normal cooking of selected food items in
representative kitchen configurations;
2. Develop test protocol(s) for use in standardized testing of nuisance sources;
3. Develop recommendations for UL 217/268 Standards Technical Panel for revision to the
standards.
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Technical Approach
A UL research project was designed to develop the smoke signature data using the NIST Test Room as a
baseline and investigate other representative configurations. Three cooking scenarios (i.e., toasting
bread, pan frying hamburger, and broiling hamburger), identified by NIST and FPRF were used in this
investigation.

Literature Review
The review of the CPSC Pilot study of homes for nuisance alarm during cooking events showed that
nuisance alarms during cooking are more frequent for smoke alarms located closer to the cooking
equipment. Ion only based smoke alarms had more frequent nuisance alarm activation during cooking
events, though both photoelectric and dual (ion/photoelectric) were also found to be susceptible to
smoke from cooking. The NIST research confirmed this finding with their study conducted in a relatively
small kitchen connected to a larger hall. However, these studies did not measure smoke at the alarm
locations that would have assisted with of an understanding of smoke build-up during normal cooking.
Other research reviewed provided useful information on room configurations, cooking scenarios, and
instrumentation.

Smoke Characteristics of Cooking Sources
This investigation measured smoke signatures for a range of cooking scenarios to develop data on
obscuration (OBS), particle diameter and concentration, and carbon monoxide gas generated from the
cooking. The cooking scenarios included (i) toasting bread; (ii) pan frying hamburger; (iii) stir frying
vegetables; (iv) heating cooking oil; and (v) broiling hamburger. The results showed that toasting bread
generated the smallest mean particle diameter of the scenarios considered. Pan frying hamburgers, stir
frying vegetables and heating cooking oil all had similar mean particle diameters through the cooking
duration. Broiling hamburger resulted in smaller particles in the beginning (similar to toasting bread),
followed by larger particles as the hamburger was cooked. Toasting bread resulted in the highest
particle concentration whereas broiling hamburger resulted in the lowest particle concentration. Based
upon these results, these three cooking scenarios, also identified by NIST research, were found to be
appropriate for subsequent testing.

Baseline Results from NIST Test Room
A research test room was constructed that incorporated the NIST Test Room configuration as well as
enabled investigating other geometries and configurations.
The results from the tests conducted in the NIST Test Room configuration showed that the three cooking
scenarios had unique mean particle diameter and smoke signatures. The particles from toasting bread
were relatively small resulting in a measuring ionization chamber (MIC) response but very little OBS. The
pan frying hamburger had relative larger particles resulting in both MIC response and OBS of light.
Smaller particles were measured initially in the broiling hamburger tests with particles less than 0.06
µm, but progressed to larger particles (approximately 0.09 µm) as the hamburger was cooked. This
resulted in MIC response initially followed by measurable OBS when the particles became larger. Both
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the smoke OBS and MIC response were the highest for broiling hamburgers as compared to the other
two sources. In addition, broiling hamburger also resulted in higher carbon monoxide concentration.

Influence of Kitchen Configuration (Soffit and Ceiling Height)
While the presence of a soffit had some influence on mean particle diameter, it did not significantly
influence the smoke signal at the measurement locations. However, increased ceiling height (10 ft.
versus 8 ft.) appeared to reduce the smoke signal (both OBS and MIC response) at the measurement
locations. This was from additional air entrainment in the smoke plume that diluted the smoke emitted
from cooking. Thus, a ceiling height of 8 ft. was identified as providing a greater susceptibility for
nuisance alarms.

Representative Cooking Nuisance Source
Broiling hamburger had a broad range of mean particle diameter and concentration during cooking that
encompassed the mean particle diameter and concentration of other cooking scenarios. In addition,
broiling hamburger activated all smoke alarm technologies used in the investigation during normal
cooking period. Thus, it was identified as a candidate cooking scenario to represent cooking nuisance
smoke sources.

Parameters for Standardized Testing
Since the standard UL 217/268 Fire Test Room has a larger area (35 x 22 ft.) and higher height (10 ft.)
than the research test room (26 x 14.75 ft.), additional tests were conducted to develop test parameters
for use in UL 217/268 Fire Test Room. The tests confirmed that raising the range by 2 ft. in a 10 ft. ceiling
room would provide smoke signals similar to tests conducted in the 8 ft. high ceiling room configuration.
To compensate for the larger area of UL 217/268 Fire Test Room, a testing protocol was developed for
broiling two hamburgers. To reduce test-to-test variability the protocol was developed to eliminate
flipping the hamburger in cooking sequence. In addition, data with butcher shop hamburgers with 25%
fat were developed to compare with grocery store frozen hamburgers with the intent of using butcher
shop hamburgers for standardized testing. This type of hamburger is currently used in UL 1026 Standard for Electric Household Cooking and Food Serving Appliances.

Results from UL 217/268 Fire Test Room
The designed broiling hamburger protocol was used in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room to develop smoke
data. Two different sources of hamburgers were used to determine source variability. Both sources of
hamburgers generated similar smoke signatures. The data from both sources were combined to
estimate upper and lower control limits for OBS and MIC response in the test room.
UL 217/268 standard flaming and smoldering tests, as well the proposed flaming polyurethane foam and
smoldering polyurethane tests were conducted to compare with the broiling hamburger tests. For the
flaming tests, the rate of change of both OBS and MIC response was significantly higher (at least by
factor of 25) than broiling hamburger tests.
The broiling hamburger has slower initial OBS growth rate as compared to smoldering polyurethane
foam but was faster than for smoldering wood. However, after OBS value of approximately 1 %/ft., the
vii
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rate of change is significantly lower for broiling hamburger as compared to the wood and polyurethane
smoldering sources.

Recommendations for UL 217/UL 268 Standards Technical Panel
A draft proposal for a nuisance resistance test based on broiling hamburger as a smoke source in UL 217
standard has been developed and will be submitted to UL 217/268 Standards Technical Panel.
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Summary of Revisions
Task #

Change

Task 2

Figure 6 and Figure 7 drawings updated to show TSI particle analyzer at Location 3.

Task 3

Explained why a MIC was not used in this series of experiments.
Added another significant digit to the particle count vertical scale in Figure 51 (and
similar particle count graphs).

Task 4

Table 9 and similar tables throughout this task corrected to show that the smoke
alarm in position #6 at Location 3 was an Ion alarm and not an Ion/CO alarm
New Figure 78 added to show alarm times on a graph of OBS and MIC values. Similar
figures were added for each room configuration and cooking method (Figure 82,
Figure 89, Figure 97, Figure 104, Figure 111, Figure 117, Figure 122, Figure 128,
Figure 134, Figure 139, Figure 145, Figure 151, Figure 156, Figure 162).
Figure 115 caption corrected to show “Toasting Bread” (previously showed “Broiling
Hamburger”).
Figure 120 caption corrected to show “Pan Frying Hamburgers” (previously showed
“Broiling Hamburger”).

Task 5

New Figure 166 added to show alarm responses to all three cooking scenarios
overlayed on graphs of OBS and MIC versus Time.
Table 28 labels corrected to show that the table entries were average values from
all tests in each of the room configurations.

Task 7

Figure 241 and Figure 242 added to compare the Flaming PU foam tests to the
proposed limits.
Correct legend on Figure 268 to show 95% confidence limits. The limits shown did
not change, the previous legend was incorrect.
Removed a phrase that include Configuration B in the section “Comparison of
Broiling Hamburger Results Obtained from UL 217/268 Fire Test Room with NIST Test
Room”.
Added the word “approximately” to the discussion about Figure 284.
Added Figure 285 to compare smoldering wood, smoldering PU foam, and broiling
hamburgers

Task 8

In “Results from UL 217/268 Fire Test Room” section, 3rd paragraph, corrected
obscuration value to 1.5 %/ft.
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Characterization of Smoke Alarm Nuisance Sources from
Cooking Scenarios
Background
1

NFPA analysis of smoke alarms in US homes, from 2007 – 2011, show that approximately 96% of homes
have at least one smoke alarm. However, the data shows that, in this period, only 73% of the homes had
working smoke alarms. Statistics reveal that fatalities were twice as high in homes that did not have any
working smoke alarms as it was in home fires with working smoke alarms. Homeowner’s response to
nuisance alarming has been identified as one of the reasons for disabling of smoke alarms.
A UL 217 Standard Technical Panel (STP) Task Group (TG) was formed to consider how to approach and
address reducing Nuisance Alarms for smoke alarms/detectors. In addition, a second task group was
formed that was commissioned to develop new flaming and smoldering polyurethane (PU) foam fire
tests to complement existing UL 217 and UL 268 tests. As a result of this work, and similar activity
described in NIST Technical Note 1837, UL proposed revisions to UL 217 and UL 268 to accept the test
methods developed by the TG with an acceptance criteria of 12 %/ft. smoke obscuration (OBS) for the
smoldering PU foam and 5 %/ft. OBS for flaming. This proposal did not reach consensus and many of
the STP comments indicated that the proposed flaming limit would force existing products to become
more sensitive to nuisance sources.
In June of 2014, and under the auspice of UL’s STP TG for nuisance alarms, the Fire Protection Research
Foundation (FPRF) sponsored a nuisance alarm research project. The investigation focused on cooking
scenarios that generate nuisance alarms identified by the NIST research. While the results of this
research are pending, UL recognized the need for additional research to complement the FRPF
sponsored research.

Objectives
The objectives of this research investigation were as follows:
1. Develop baseline data on smoke generated during normal cooking of selected food items in
representative kitchen configurations;
2. Develop standard protocols for testing smoke alarms with nuisance sources; and
3. Develop recommendations for UL 217/268 Standards Technical Panel for revision to the
standards.

1

Marty Ahrens, “Smoke Alarms in U. S. Homes”, National Fire Protection Association, One Batterymarch Park,
Quincy, MA, 02169 (2014).
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Technical Plan
A technical plan was developed to meet the objectives and consisted of the following tasks:
Task 1 – Literature review
Task 2 – Experimental Plan for Baseline Data from Cooking Scenarios
Task 3 – Smoke Characteristics from Cooking Scenarios
Task 4 – Test Results in Representative Cooking Configurations
Task 5 – Discussion of Results
Task 6 – Develop Parameters for Standardized Testing
Task 7 – Testing in UL 217/268 Fire Test Room
Task 8 – Research Summary
Task 9 – Final Technical Report
The final report is presented herein.

Task 1 - Literature Review
The literature review was focused on available technical information and data related to nuisance
source testing to enable UL staff to develop an experimental plan that complements current state-ofthe-art. Focus of the review was to develop information on (i) representative room configurations for
testing; (ii) cooking scenarios; and (iii) instrumentation.
The Consumer Protection Safety Commission (CPSC) conducted a pilot study of nuisance alarms in 9
different homes2. The study was conducted over a period of 30 days to investigate the occurrence of
nuisance alarms during cooking events such as breakfast, lunch and dinner. The kitchen sizes ranged
from 11 x 10.5 ft. to 18 x 13 ft. in area with ceiling heights that ranged from 8 to 9 ft. The home
configurations also varied from home to home. Smoke alarms representing ion, photoelectric, and dual
ion and photoelectric technologies were deployed at 6, 10, and 20 ft. from the cooking appliances. The
home occupants were asked to record the nuisance alarm events during cooking. Over a period of 30
days of monitoring, there were a total of 469 reported nuisance alarm events.
The key findings from this investigation were as follows:
•

The frequency of nuisance alarms appeared to depend on the type of smoke alarm and the
distance from the nuisance source.

•

All smoke alarm types tested, if placed too close (6 ft.) to a cooking source, resulted in nuisance
alarms. Regardless of the smoke alarm type, smoke alarms placed greater than 10 to 15 ft. from

2

Arthur Lee, Danny Pineda, Smoke Alarms – Pilot Study of Nuisance Alarms Associated with Cooking, U. S. Consumer Protection
Safety Commission, Directorate of Engineering Services, Bethesda, MD, 20810, (2010).
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the cooking appliance had a reduced number of nuisance alarms. Photoelectric alarms were less
prone to nuisance tripping in 10 – 15 ft. distance from cooking appliance.
•

Baking/broiling generated greater nuisance tripping for ionization and dual smoke alarms.

•

Use of an exhaust fan resulted in a reduction in the number of nuisance alarms for smoke
alarms installed close to the cooking appliance, but the frequency of nuisance alarms may still
be too high (for consumer acceptance) over an extended period of time.

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) conducted a series of experiments3 with a range
of food sources in a test facility representing a small kitchen, corridor, and a hall. The overall floor area
of the test facility was 26 x 14.75 ft., and the kitchen size was 11.6 x 10 ft. Smoke alarms locations are
presented in Table 1.
Table 1 – NIST Experiments – Smoke Alarm Locations
Smoke Alarm
Location
Designation

Distance from Electric
range (ft.)

Location

1

6.0

Kitchen

2

6.1

Kitchen

3

9.7

Hallway

4

10.3

Adjoining room

5

14.8

Adjoining room

6

17.7

Adjoining room

7

19.7

Adjoining room

8

22.8

Adjoining room

The schematic of the test facility and the smoke alarm locations are depicted in Figure 1. The smoke
alarms at the different location consisted of (i) ion; (ii) photoelectric; (iii) dual ion and photoelectric; and
(iv) multi-sensor intelligent alarm technologies.

3

Thomas G. Cleary, Artur Chernovsky, Smoke Alarm Performance in Kitchen Fires and Nuisance Alarm Scenarios, NIST
Technical Note 1784, National Institute of Standards and Technology, U. S. Department of Commerce, Gaithersburg, MD,
(2013).
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Figure 1 – Schematic of the NIST Smoke Alarm Test Facility (Adapted from NIST TN 1784).

NIST research created smoke sources from the following scenarios: (i) toasting bread; (ii) toasting bagel
(iii) frying bacon; (iv) frying hamburger; (v) broiling hamburger; (vi) grilling cheese sandwich; (vii) stir
frying vegetables; and (viii) baking pizza.
The results also showed that smoke alarms closer to the cooking appliance result in more nuisance
alarms. Smoke alarms response was influenced by the type of smoke alarm as well as the cooking
scenario used. For example, ion type smoke alarms responded faster to toasting bread; and
photoelectric type responded faster to pan frying hamburgers. Using smoke alarm response times of
ionization and photoelectric smoke alarms from the NIST research, inferences may be developed on the
nature of smoke particles from key cooking scenarios as follows: (i) toasting bread (mostly smallparticles); (ii) Pan frying hamburgers (small and large particles); and (iii) broiling hamburgers (small and
large particles). The research was very useful as the tests were performed in a relatively small kitchen
that would be more vulnerable to nuisance alarming, and it also provided documented cooking
procedures that can be replicated.
Based upon this research, Fire Protection Research Foundation4 developed a technical plan that
identified toasting bread, pan frying, and broiling hamburgers as three cooking scenarios of interest for
investigating nuisance alarm response.
There are a few other experimental studies that provide information on the smoke generated from
cooking resulting in nuisance alarms. Milke and Feng5 developed smoke alarm data from several food
4

Smoke Alarm Nuisance Source Characterization - Phase II, Request for Proposal, Fire Protection Research
Foundation, April 16, 2014.
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items from normal cooking to overcooked condition in a test room 18 x 24 ft. in area, and a 6 ft. high
ceiling. The smoke alarms were located at the ceiling, 6 ft. from the electric range. This configuration of
the ceiling height and smoke alarm location is expected to be more conducive environment for smoke
alarms to respond to smoke generated from the cooking event. The smoke alarms consisted of (i)
ionization, (ii) photoelectric, (iii) combination photo/ion, (iv) carbon monoxide–ion; and (iv) multi criteria
carbon monoxide-ion alarms. The food items used were (i) toast; (ii) onions; (iii) hamburger; and (iv) oil.
Other non-food sources such as steam and dust were also used. In the experiments light obscuration
was measured along with smoke alarm response to the cooking sources. The photoelectric and the
multi-criteria alarms had a lower probability of response to cooking smoke as compared to other smoke
alarms. The smoke build-up rates in the room were relatively slow in the normal cooking period.
Gottuk et. al. 6 research focused on the development of smoke detector response algorithm that
combines data from multiple sensors (e.g., smoke obscuration, and carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon
dioxide gases) to provide better discrimination of hazardous versus nuisance conditions . In this study,
experiments were conducted in a 19.25 x 11.25 x 8 ft. high room. Several food items including cooking
oil, toast, and bacon were included in the study. Both ionization and photoelectric smoke alarms were
used. The authors demonstrated better hazard discrimination with a logic based algorithm using a
combination of smoke obscuration and CO data. However, smoke and gas build-up rate in the test room
are not reported in the paper.
The Master’s Thesis by Zevotek7 describes a set of cooking experiments conducted at Underwriters
Laboratories to identify ignition precursor signals from unattended cooking. The testing was performed
in a 2 story home structure with a 18 x 20 x 9 ft. high kitchen space. The food items in this study
included (i) corn and peanut oils; (ii) ground beef; (iii) fish; (iv) beef steak; and (v) bacon. This research
measured smoke obscuration, gases, temperature, and smoke alarm response times from cooking food
items leading up to ignition. The data during the normal cooking events indicate no measurable
concentrations of carbon monoxide and dioxide gases. Carbon monoxide gas was observed in some of
the tests as the cooking progressed beyond normal cooking period.
Investigation on pre-ignition fire cues from cooking events was conducted by UL LLC8. The investigation
focused on the unattended cooking events leading to a fire. Cooking scenarios included cooking oils
(corn, canola), pan frying bacon and frozen hamburger, and toasting bread, and broiling hamburger.
Tests were performed in a three sided 12 x 20 ft. wide room with 8 ft. high ceiling. Smoke obscuration
measurements were performed at the ceiling height, approximately 10 ft. from the range. The data

5

Jewell T. Feng, James A. Milke, “Analysis of the Response of Smoke Detectors to Smoldering Fires and Nuisance
Sources”, Report prepared for Maryland Industrial Partnerships and USI Electric, (2012),
6
Daniel T. Gottuk, Michelle J. Peatross, Richard Roby, Craig Beyler, “Advanced fire detection using multi-signature
alarm algorithms”, Fire safety Journal, 37, pp. 381-384, (2002).
7
Robin E. Zevotek, “Identification of Precursor Signals to Impending Cooking Related Fires”, MS Thesis, Fire
Protection Engineering, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, (2014).
8
George Hunter, Bob Backstrom, “Measurement of Pre-Ignition Fire Cues from Cooking”, UL LLC, 333 Pfingsten
Road, Northbrook, IL 60062, (2014).
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during normal cooking conditions showed that toasting bread, and pan frying bacon had relatively lower
obscuration values as compared to pan frying and broiling hamburgers.

Summary of Literature Search
CPSC and NIST research provided useful information on nuisance alarm from normal cooking events.
Both these studies provide information on the kitchen configuration that would be valuable to consider
in this research. Both studies also indicate that smoke alarm response does depend upon the food item
being cooked; though ionization smoke alarms are more prone to nuisance alarming. Neither of these
studies measured smoke signals (e.g., smoke obscuration) at the ceiling during the cooking events.
These measurements would have been helpful in interpreting the smoke signatures when smoke alarms
are activated as well as estimates of smoke obscuration during cooking. Literature6,7,8 also indicate that
carbon monoxide may be a useful measurement as smoke cue from cooking events.
NIST research was more detailed in the test configuration, instrumentation, and cooking procedures
used providing the ability to replicate them in future experiments. Further, the NIST experiments were
performed in a room configuration more conducive for nuisance alarm (e.g., small kitchen, soffit).
However, there is a need to better understand the influence of configuration (e.g., larger area, ceiling
height, presence of soffit, etc.) on the smoke signals at the ceiling and consequent smoke alarm
response. The Fire Protection Research Foundation used the NIST research to identify (i) toasting bread;
(ii) pan frying hamburgers; and (iii) broiling hamburgers as three cooking scenarios of interest for further
research on nuisance alarms. These were selected in this investigation.
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Task 2 – Experimental Plan
The experimental plan consisted of developing (i) smoke characteristics from selected cooking scenarios;
(ii) nuisance smoke data from representative kitchen configurations; and (iii) data of representative
nuisance sources in UL 217/268 Fire Test Room.

Smoke Characteristics from Cooking Scenarios
Particle diameter and concentration, smoke obscuration (OBS), carbon monoxide concentration and
temperature data were developed over the electric range to provide an understanding of the nature of
smoke generated from the selected cooking scenarios. These tests were conducted with an electric
range located under an exhaust system.

Nuisance Smoke Data from Representative Kitchen Configurations
The NIST test room was selected as a reference test configuration to develop smoke signal data from
cooking scenarios and provide a correlation of smoke signals to smoke alarm response time. Data were
also developed in four other test configurations to investigate how these may influence smoke
characteristics as the smoke is transported from the cooking source. The configurations selected are
identified in Table 2.
Table 2 – Room Configurations
Configuration Name

Kitchen area (w x d)

Height

Soffit Depth

NIST Test Room

9 x 11.7 ft.

8 ft.

1 ft.

Configuration A

12 x 15 ft.

8 ft.

1 ft.

Configuration B

26 x 15 ft.

8 ft.

No soffit

Configuration C

12 x 15 ft.

10 ft.

1 ft.

Configuration D

26 x 15 ft.

10 ft.

No soffit

The NIST Test Room configuration was first constructed using the specifications provided by NIST staff.
In developing configurations A-D, the inner walls of the NIST Test room were removed to provide an
open test room. A 12 x 15 x 1 ft. deep soffit was fitted to the ceiling for configurations A, and C. The five
test room configurations are shown in Figure 2 through Figure 6. There were four measurement
locations in the test room as described in Table 3.

7
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Table 3 – Measurement Locations
Measurement
Location Number

Location within the room

1

6 ft. from electric range

2

17.7 ft. from the electric range

3

10 ft. from the electric range, in-line with locations 1 and 2.

4

10 ft. from electric range, in the corridor space

The instrument layout (plan view of the NIST Test Room configurations) is shown in Figure 7. The
instrument locations remained unchanged from the NIST Test Room to Configurations A-D.

Figure 2: NIST Test Room Configuration, elevation

Figure 3: Test Room Configuration A, elevation
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Figure 4: Test Room Configuration B, elevation

Figure 5: Test Room Configuration C, elevation
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Figure 6: Test Room Configuration D, elevation

Figure 7: Instrument Layout in NIST Room Configuration, Plan view
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Smoke Data from UL 217/268 Fire Test Room
The UL 217/268 Fire Test Room was used as a configuration for developing smoke data from selected
cooking scenario(s) as well as standard and proposed smoke sources. The standard and proposed smoke
source tests were conducted in accordance with the standard UL 217/268 Fire Tests. The cooking
scenario tests were conducted with the electric range placed against a wall located 5 ft. - 3 in. away
from one end of the standard test room. The electric range was raised 2 ft. from the floor to create an
effective ceiling height of 8 ft. The configuration details are presented in Table 2.
Table 4: UL 217/268 Fire Test Room Configurations
Configuration Name

Area (w x d)

Test Room Ceiling
Height (ft.)

Range Height (ft.)

UL 217/268 Fire Test
Room

22 x 35 ft.

10 ft.

Not applicable

Configuration E

22 x 30 ft.

10 ft.

Raised 2 ft. from floor

The UL 217/268 standard test room configuration, with the location of the instrumentation, is depicted
in Figure 8 .

Figure 8 – UL 217/268 Standard Fire Test Room Configuration
The Configuration E, with the location of the instrumentation, is depicted in Figure 9 .
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Figure 9: Configuration E

Instrumentation, Test Equipment and Food items
The test instrumentation, equipment, and food items are described in this section. Specifics related to
instrumentation positioning, configuration, and operational parameters are provided within each
experimental setup section.

Instrumentation
The instrumentation used in the experiments included (i) thermocouples; (ii) carbon monoxide analyzers
(iii) white light photo detectors; (iv) halogen light photo detectors; (v) particle analyzers; and (iv) smoke
alarms. The details of instrumentation are presented in Table 5.
Table 5: Instrumentation

12
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Instrument
Measuring Ionization Chamber
MIC Head
MIC Controller
MIC Pump
Incandescent Beams
DC Power Supply
Spot Lamp
Photo Cell

Manufacturer

Model #

Cerberus

MIC
EC-912-10
EC-912-20

Min
1

Range
Max
Units
10
Volts

0

32

lpm

0
0

60
18

Volts
Amperes

Sensitivity

Notes

Sampling flow

Dayton
Sorenson

XHR 60-18

GE
Weston

4515
594

Topward

3303D

Par 36, 30 Watt, 6 Volts

Halogen Beams
Power Supply

0
0

30
3

Volts
Amperes

Halogen Spot Lamps
GE
ESX/CG
Photo Cell
Weston
856
CO Analyzers
Thermo Scientific
48i
0
200
ppm
±0.1 ppm
TC Tree
Omega
TT-K-30-SLE-1000 -267 260
°C
±1.1 °C
TC Ambient
Omega
-200 1250
°C
±2.2 °C
TC Oil
Omega
-200 1250
°C
±2.2 °C
SCXI-1001
National
SCXI-1102
4
20
mA
Data Acquisition
Instruments
SCXI-1600
TC-2095
Voltage Transducer
Omega
OM8-22362AHD1
0
300
Volts
American
Aerospace
Current Transducer
Controls
C5-E1
0
5
Amperes
Power Analyzer
Valhalla Scientific
2101
0
6,000
Watts
FMPS 3091
5.6
560
nm
Fast Mobility Particle Sizer
TSI
10
lpm
1
second
1000XP
10 10,000
nm
Wide-Range Particle
MSP
1
lpm
Spectrometer
67
second
Scale
Ohaus
TS400S
0.1
400
g
0.01 g
Scale
Metler Toledo
ML 4002 E
14 4,200
g
0.01 g

MR-16, 20 Watt, 12 Volts

30 AWG
1/16" dia., Ungrounded, Inconel, Full sheath
1/16" dia., Ungrounded, Inconel, Full sheath
Chassis
TC Amplifier
Controller
TC Card
0.2% of reading

20 Amperes, 300 Volts
32 Channels
Sampling flow
Size Distribution Scan Time
48 channels
Sampling flow
Size Distribution Scan Time

These are described herein.

Thermocouples
Thermocouples (TCs) were used to monitor the temperature at smoke alarm locations and at ceiling
location directly above the electric range. The TCs were Type K, 20 AWG wire with open spot welded
bead. They were procured from Omega Engineering Inc. (Part # TT-K-30-SLE-1000) and are described as
Fine Wire Duplex Insulated Thermocouple Wire with PFA/Neoflon insulation. The smoke alarm TCs were
located along the center of the bank of 4 smoke alarms, 1” below the ceiling. The TC directly above the
electric range was located 1 inch below the ceiling.

Carbon monoxide analyzers
The carbon monoxide (CO) analyzers were non-dispersive infrared type with gas filter correlation (NDIR
and GFC). The analyzer had measurement range of 200 ppm and resolution ± 0.1 ppm. A photograph of
one of the analyzers is shown in Figure 10. The sample tubing inlets were at each of the 4 instrument
locations, 1” from the ceiling, and centered along the bank of 4 smoke alarms and positioned along the
back side of those same smoke alarms relative to the electric range. Each analyzer was calibrated daily
with certified CO concentrations of either 30 or 70 ppm and 150 ppm.

13
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Figure 10 – CO Analyzer

White Light Photo Detectors
The white light lamps and photo detectors utilized the same components as in the UL 217/268 Fire Test
Room. They were positioned at approximately 3” from the ceiling to center of the detector. The ceiling
to center of the detector distance is approximately 4.5” in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room.
The distance between the lamp and the detector (i.e., path length) was 36 in. for the NIST Test Room,
and Configurations A-D for measurement locations 1, 2, and 3, and 22.25 inches for measurement
location 4. The distance between the lamp and the detector in UL 217/268 Fire Test Room and
Configuration E was 5 ft. for all measurement locations. The white light photo detectors were calibrated
with Kodak Wratten neutral density (ND) filters. The following optical transmission levels were used
during calibration to obtain a linear response: 10%, 25%, 35%, 50%, 55%, 75%, and 100% transmission. A
photograph of one set of lamp and detector is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: White light lamps and photo detector
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Halogen Light Photo Detectors
The halogen light lamps and photo detectors utilized the same components as used by the UL Fire Test
Laboratory and were positioned the same distance below the ceiling. The distance between the lamp
and the detector was 34 in. A photograph of one set of lamp and detector is shown in Figure 12. The
halogen light photo detectors were calibrated with Kodak Wratten neutral density (ND) filters. The
following optical transmission levels were used during calibration to obtain a linear response: 10%, 25%,
35%, 50%, 55%, 75%, and 100% transmission.

Figure 12: Halogen light and photo detector

Particle Analyzers
Two types of particle analyzer were used: (i) MSP 1000XP Wide-Range Particle Spectrometer; and (ii) TSI
3091 Fast Mobility Particle Sizer.
The MSP Corporation, Model # 1000XP Wide-Range Particle Spectrometer, counts and sizes particles
from 10 nm to 10,000 nm (0.01 µm to 10 µm) in 48 particle-size channels at a flow rate of 1 L/min at a
rate of 48 channels (1 scan) per 67 seconds. A photograph of the 1000XP is shown in Figure 13. The
sample tubing inlet was at the 6’ position at location #1, 1” from the ceiling, and located at the center of
the bank of 4 smoke alarms.
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Figure 13: MSP 1000XP Wide-Range Particle Spectrometer

The TSI Model 3091 Fast Mobility Particle Sizer, measures particles from 5.6 to 560 nm (0.0056 µm to
0.56 µm) with a total of 32 channels of resolution at a flow rate of 10L/min at a rate of 32 channels (1
scan) per second. A photograph of the TSI 3091 analyzer is shown in Figure 14. The sample tubing inlet
was at the 10 ft. position at location #3, 1 in. from the ceiling, and located at the center of the bank of 4
smoke alarms for NIST Test Room and Configurations A-E. The sample tube was located at 17 ft.
location for UL 217/268 standard and proposed testing.

Figure 14: TSI 3091 Fast Mobility Particle Sizer

Smoke Alarms
Seven styles of commercially available smoke alarms, from a single manufacturer, were procured
commercially for the investigation. The smoke alarms were characterized both pre and post testing with
the UL 217 smoke sensitivity test. Each of the smoke alarm positions (#1 - #7) used different smoke
alarm models: Ion, Photo, Photo/Ion, Photo/CO, Ion/CO, Ion, and Photo/CO. Even though two Ion
detectors and two Photo/CO alarms were used, they had different model numbers and manufacturer
descriptions. The smoke alarms were positioned in the test room as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 15.
The smoke alarm types and positions are denoted by the colored circles in groups of 4 or 7. All four
measurement locations utilized smoke alarms #1 - #4, but measurement location 3 additionally utilized
smoke alarms #5 - #7. The alarms were spaced approximately 8 inches on center. A schematic of the
smoke alarm positions for the measurement locations is provided in Figure 15.
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Measurement Locations 1, 2, 4

Measurement Location 3

Figure 15: Smoke Alarm Styles and Positions
The smoke alarms were characterized both pre and post testing with the UL 217 smoke sensitivity test.
The smoke alarm sensitivity data pre and post-test are reviewed in Task 5.

Measuring Ionization Chambers (MICs)
The Measuring Ionization Chambers (MICs) were similar to the MIC utilized in the UL 217/268 Fire Test
Room. One MIC was located at each of the measurement locations. A photograph of a MIC is shown in
Figure 16.

Figure 16: MIC – showing the side exposed to the room during the testing

Data Acquisition
Data were acquired using National Instruments (NI) SCXI hardware at a scan interval of 1 second. The
data acquisition system provides a 16 bit A/D conversion of the signals. Thermocouple and voltage
signals were monitored and recorded with this system. A photograph of the NI system is shown in Figure
17.
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Figure 17: National Instruments Data Acquisition System

Weight Scales
Electronic scales were utilized to weigh the food loads pre and post testing as prescribed in the test
procedures. The Ohaus electronic scale, model TS400S, has a range of 0 to 400 grams and a resolution
of 0.01 g. A photograph of the scale is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Ohaus electronic scale
The Metler Toledo electronic scale, model ML4002E has a range of 14 to 4,200 grams and a resolution of
0.01 g. A photograph of this scale is shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Metler Toledo electronic scale

Autotransformer
The autotransformer used to control electric power to the range and the toaster. Voltage and current
transducers were connected to the autotransformer to monitor the voltage and current outputs and fed
into the data acquisition system.
Photographs of the autotransformer, voltage, and current transducers are presented in Figure 20, Figure
21, and Figure 22 respectively.

Figure 20: Autotransformer
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Figure 21: Voltage Transducer

Figure 22: Current Transducer

Cooking Equipment and Representative Cooking Configurations
Toasting
Two slices of a local brand of white bread were used in each of the toasting experiments. Figure 23 and
Figure 24 depict the bread used. The toaster was placed upon a non-combustible surface and then
placed on the electric range heating element as shown in Figure 25. The toasting lever was wired in the
“ON” position and the power was controlled at the circuit disconnect panel.
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Figure 23: White Bread

Figure 24: White Bread Wrapper Depicting the Brand
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Figure 25: Toasting configuration

Toaster
Common resistance-heating toasters were used during the experiments that utilized toast as a nuisance
source. The toasters used were Proctor-Silex, type t36. The toasters had a 4 slice capacity, with two slots
per switch. The input voltage for the toasters is 120 V at 60 Hz. Total power consumption is specified as
1,500 W and 750 W for 2 slots. Figure 26 shows a photograph of the toaster.

Figure 26: Electric Toaster
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Pan Frying Hamburgers
Tests performed in the NIST Test Room and Configurations A-D used frozen hamburger from local
grocery store. A grocery store frozen hamburger, sourced from a local grocery store, is shown in Figure
27 and Figure 28.

Figure 27: Grocery Store Frozen Hamburger

Figure 28: Grocery Store Frozen Hamburger Package
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A 75/25 hamburger from local butcher was also used in experiments. This 75/25 hamburger
specification was taken from UL 10269. The standard specifies a 75% lean beef with 25% suet
hamburgers that is 3/4 in. thick and 4 in. in diameter.
All dimensions are nominal and may vary slightly in size and shape due to variation in forming molds
used by butcher shop. A 75/25 hamburger was sourced from one butcher (Vendor A) and were made up
especially for these tests and were approximately round in shape and is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: 75/25 Hamburger, Vendor A
A second 75/25 hamburger was sourced from another local butcher (Vendor B). These hamburgers
were made up especially for these tests and were approximately oblong in shape. Figure 30 depicts an
example of this hamburger.

Figure 30: 75/25 Hamburger, Vendor B

9

UL 1026 - Electric Household Cooking and Food Serving Appliances, Underwriters Laboratories Inc., 333 Pfingsten
Road, Northbrook, IL, 60062 (USA).
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Electric Range
One electric range was used for all of the experiments. The electric range was a General Electric, model
#JB250DFWW. The outside dimensions of the range are 47 in. tall by 29 7/8 in. wide by 28 in. deep. The
oven cavity volume is 5.3 ft3. The dimensions of the oven cavity are 24 1/8 in. wide by 19 ½ in. tall by 19
3/8 in. deep. On the electric range top, there are two 6 in. 1,500 W electric elements and two 8 in. 2,600
W electric elements. The electric broiling element is rated 3,800 W. The voltage input specification for
the electric range is 208 V to 240 V. The electric range was operated with an input voltage of 240 V.
Figure 31 is a photograph of the electric range.

Figure 31: Electric range with electric element/broiler used in all experiments
In each experiment setup, the power to the electric range was monitored with a voltage transducer and
a current transducer and controlled such that the required power was maintained throughout each test.
Details and photos describing those transducers are provided in the Electrical section of this Report.
Power to the broiling and range elements was manually adjusted to a constant output with an
autotransformer shown in Figure 20.

Range Hood
A 30 in. non-ducted hood was installed directly over the electric range. The fan was not operated for any
of the experiments. The range hood is shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Range Hood

Frying Pans
The frying pans used in the experiments have a 10 in. diameter, and are made from heavy gauge
aluminum. Each pan has a stainless steel handle attached with rivets. The cooking surface is covered
with a Teflon non-stick coating. The make and model of the pans are: Tramontina, item #80114/530.
Photographs of this pan are shown in Figure 33 and Figure 34.

Figure 33: Top view of the 10 in. coated frying pan
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Figure 34: Bottom view of the 10 in. coated frying pan
An overall view of the frying hamburger configuration is shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35: Frying Configuration

Broiling Hamburgers
The hamburgers used for broiling have been described in the Pan Frying Hamburgers section. In the NIST
Test Room and Configurations A-D tests, a single grocery style frozen hamburger was used.
In Configuration E tests, performed in UL 217/268 Fire Test Room, frozen 75/25 hamburgers from local
butcher shops were used.
When a single hamburger patty was broiled, it was positioned in the center of the broiling pan as shown
in Figure 36. When two 75/25 frozen hamburgers were used, these were equally spaced and positioned
on center line of the broiling pan as shown in Figure 37. The broiling pan was placed in the center of the
top oven rack position as shown in Figure 38.
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Figure 36: Grocery store Frozen Hamburger Positioned on the Broiling Pan

Figure 37: 75/25 Frozen Hamburgers Positioned on the Broiling Pan
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Figure 38: Broiling Configuration

Broiling Pan
One design of broiling pan was used for all hamburger broiling experiments. The pan dimensions
measured approximately 16 in. by 11.5 in. by 1.25 in. It should be noted that these dimensions apply to
the broiling pan cooking surface, and not the drip tray included with the broiling pan set. Figure 39
shows the broiling pan set. The broiling pan was modified for specific tests to increase the aerosol
output by adding ten (10) 3/8 in. diameter holes to the broiling pan drip tray as shown in Figure 40.

Figure 39: Broiling Pan
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Figure 40: Modified broiling pan drip tray showing the 3/8 in. holes
(Used in UL 217/268 Fire Test Room Tests and some ADD room tests)
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Task 3 – Smoke Characteristics from Cooking Scenarios
Introduction
Smoke characteristics were measured directly above the electric range from the three cooking scenarios
selected in this investigation (i) toasting bread; (ii) pan frying hamburgers; and (iii) broiling hamburgers.
Cooking scenarios relative to frying mixed vegetables in oil, and heating cooking oil (unattended
cooking) were added to broaden the smoke characteristics.

Test Set-Up
The food items were cooked in a test cell equipped with a 12 x 12-ft. exhaust hood to remove emissions
from the cooking. The electric range was positioned directly underneath the exhaust hood. The exhaust
hood was set for a minimum draw during the testing and increased post testing to return the ambient
air conditions to their baseline. A photograph of the test laboratory is shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41: Test Laboratory Set-up

During the tests, the carbon monoxide gas and aerosol particle sample tubing was located 41.5 in.
directly centered above the frying pan or the broiler / oven opening (for broiling hamburger scenario).
The gas and aerosol sample tubing was located 33 in. directly centered above the top of the electric
toaster. A MIC was not used in this test due to the high particle concentrations that were anticipated in
this test series and the difficulty of adapting the MIC sampling system to capture the smoke that was not
accumulating. The TSI particle analyzer provided both size and particle concentrations directly which
made the MIC a redundant instrument in this test series.
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The halogen light detector was 18.5 in. directly centered above the frying pan for all the tests using the
electric range heater. The halogen light detector was located 10.5 in. directly centered above the top of
the electric toaster. This lamp to detector distance (path length) was 18 in.
The broiling hamburger tests were similar, except the electric range was moved to center the
instrumentation on the oven door opening.
A schematic of the test set-up for toasting and heating element tests is shown in Figure 42.

Figure 42 – Test Set-up for Smoke Characteristics Tests

Instrumentation
Test equipment and instrumentation used for these experiments include: (i) Electric range; (ii) Electric
toaster, (iii) Aerosol particle analyzer; (iv) Carbon monoxide gas analyzer, (v) Autotransformer, (vi) Data
acquisition system , (viii) thermocouples, and (viiii) Teflon coated and uncoated frying pans. The
aerosol particle analyzer utilized proprietary software on a separate computer to collect particle data. A
National Instruments data acquisition system was utilized to record CO, light OBS, and temperature
data. A summary of instrumentation is presented in Table 6.
Table 6: Summary of Instrumentation List
Instrument
CO Analyzer
TC, Oil
Power Analyzer
Fast Mobility Particle Sizer

Data Acquisition

Manufacturer

Model #

Thermo Scientific
Omega
Valhalla Scientific

48i
2101
FMPS 3091

TSI

National
Instruments

SCXI-1001
SCXI-1102
SCXI-1600
TC-2095

Range
Sensitivity
Notes
Min Max
Units
0
200
ppm
±0.1 ppm
-200 1250
°C
±2.2 °C 1/16" dia., Ungrounded, Inconel, Full sheath
0
6,000
Watts
20 Amperes, 300 Volts
5.6
560
nm
32 Channels
10
lpm
Sampling flow
1
second
Size Distribution Scan Time
Chassis
TC Amplifier
Controller
TC Card
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A more detailed description of the instrumentation and data acquisition is provided in Task 2.

Test Equipment
The electric range was used for all the cooking scenarios except for toasting bread. A four slice toaster
was used for toasting bread. Teflon coated frying pan was used for pan frying hamburgers and
vegetables, and an uncoated pan was used for cooking oil. These are described in Task 2 and
photographs of the test equipment are in shown in Figure 43.

Electric Range

Toaster

Coated Frying Pan for Hamburger and Vegetables

Uncoated Frying Pan for Cooking oil

Figure 43 – Test Equipment
The autotransformer described in Task 2 was used to control the power to the electric range and
toaster.

Food Items
The bread, vegetables, and cooking oil were obtained from a local grocery. Hamburgers with 25% fat
were obtained from a local butcher shop. Examples of the food items are depicted in Figure 44.
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WhiteBread

25% Fat Hamburger

Vegetables

Figure 44 – Food items

Wesson brand canola oil was used for cooking the vegetables, as well for the heating cooking oil
scenario.

Test Procedure
In all the tests, data collection was initiated 5 minutes prior to the start of each test (marked by
energizing the heating element) and continued for 1 minute after the power was de-energized. During
the test, power to the equipment was actively monitored and manually controlled utilizing the
autotransformer and the power analyzer. At the end of the test, the food load was removed from the
heat source, aerosol particles were evacuated from the test room, and the heating elements were
returned to ambient room temperature.
The following cooking procedures were used for the cooking scenarios.

Toasting Bread
Two slices of bread were continuously toasted at 750 Watts for 300 seconds. The power to the toaster
was de-energized at the end of 300 s. Figure 45 shows the test set-up for toasting bread.

Figure 45 – Test Arrangement for Toasting Bread
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Pan Frying Hamburger
One frozen hamburger patty was fried in a Teflon coated frying pan with the range element adjusted to
High (2,600 Watts). At 3 minutes the range element was adjusted to Medium (6) setting; and at 5
minutes 30 seconds the hamburger was flipped and re-centered in the pan. At 8 minutes and 30 seconds
the range element was de-energized and the hamburger was removed from the pan. Figure 46 shows
the test set-up for pan frying hamburger.

Figure 46: Frying Hamburger

Frying Vegetables
The vegetables (1 carrot, 1 celery stalk, and 1 onion) were coarsely chopped. Ten milliliters of cooking
oil was heated in a Teflon coated frying pan on the electric element adjusted to High (2,600 Watts) for 2
minutes 20 seconds. The vegetables were then added and continuously stirred, and at 5 minutes 5
seconds the range element is adjusted to Medium (6). At 7 minutes 25 seconds the range element was
de-energized and the frying pan was removed from the electric range. Figure 47 shows a photograph of
stir fried vegetables.

Figure 47: Frying Vegetables in Canola Oil
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Cooking Oil
The cooking oil was added to the uncoated frying pan to a depth of 1/8 in. A thermocouple was located
in the pan to monitor the oil temperature. The range element is adjusted to High (2,600 Watts). When
the oil temperature reached 300 °C, the range element was de-energized and the frying pan was
covered with a close fitting lid and moved to a cool heating element. Figure 48 shows the test set-up for
heating cooking oil scenario.

Figure 48: Cooking Oil Configuration

Broiling Hamburger
Frozen single hamburger patty and 2 patties were tested with the range broiling element adjusted to
High (3,800 Watts) and the oven door open 4.5”. At 10 minutes, the patty or patties are flipped and recentered on the broiling pan. At 14 minutes the range broiling element is de-energized and the broiling
pan and hamburgers are removed from the oven and the oven door is repositioned to 4.5” open. Figure
49 shows the test set-up for one and two hamburger patties in the range oven.

Figure 49: One and Two Patty Broiling Test Set-Up
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Test Results
The results from the tests are presented in the following sections for each of the cooking scenarios.
During broiling tests, it was observed that some of smoke from the oven vented from the top of range.
These smoke emissions were not captured by the sampling probe which was located over the partially
open oven door. Thus, smoke particle and carbon monoxide concentrations are expected to be under
reported. However, this will not influence aggregate measurements of smoke evolved into the room in
room configuration tests.

Toasting Bread
The smoke obscuration (OBS) data is presented graphically in Figure 50. There was very little visible
smoke measured during the tests.

Figure 50 – Obscuration Response for Toasting Bread

There was negligible increase in OBS for the toast during the normal cooking period of 300 s.
The particle release starts once the bread is warmed (approximately 120 s), and is initially approximately
0.02 µm. The mean particle diameter increases as the bread is toasted, as depicted in Figure 51, to
approximately 0.05 µm at the end of the test. The average peak particle concentration was
approximately 2 × 107 particles/cc.
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Figure 51 – Mean Particle Diameter and Concentration for Toasting Bread

The carbon monoxide concentration measurement during these tests did not exceed 0.5 ppm as shown
in Figure 52.

Figure 52 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration for Toasting Bread
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Pan Frying Hamburger
The OBS data are presented graphically in Figure 53. All data show relatively good consistency between
replicate tests.

Figure 53 – Obscuration for Pan Frying Burgers

The first peak is a result of searing of the initially frozen hamburger, and the second peak in the OBS
graph corresponds to the time when the hamburger was flipped (330 s). A maximum OBS value of 5
%/ft. was measured in these experiments.

The data show that pan frying hamburgers have range of particle diameter distribution. The particle
release starts once the hamburger is warmed (approximately 120 s), and is initially approximately 0.02
µm. The mean particle diameter increases as the frying progresses, as depicted in Figure 54, to
approximately 0.07 µm at the end of the test. The maximum particle concentration occurs shortly after
the heating element was switched from High to Medium setting (180 s). The average peak particle
concentration was approximately 2 × 107 particles/cc.
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Figure 54 – Mean Particle diameter and Concentration for Frying Hamburger

A carbon monoxide concentration peak of 2.5 ppm was measured during the tests as shown in Figure
55.

Figure 55 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration for Pan Frying Hamburgers
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Stir Frying Vegetables
The OBS data for stir frying vegetables is presented in Figure 56.

Figure 56 – Obscuration for Stir Frying Vegetables
A maximum OBS between 4 and 5 %/ft. was measured in these experiments. The OBS data show an
increase at 140 seconds when the vegetables were added to the pan.
The data show that stir frying vegetables have relatively narrow range of particle diameter distribution
as compared to pan frying hamburger (Figure 54) . The particle release starts once the cooking oil is
warmed (approximately 120 s), and is initially approximately 0.02 µm. The mean particle diameter
increases as the frying progresses, as depicted in Figure 57, to approximately 0.06 µm. The average peak
particle concentration was approximately 1.5 × 107 particles/cc.

Figure 57 – Mean Particle diameter and Concentration Stir Frying Vegetables
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The carbon monoxide concentration is shown in Figure 58. A maximum concentration of 2.5 ppm was
measured in one test.

Figure 58 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration for Stir Frying Vegetables

Cooking oil
The OBS data are presented graphically for heating cooking oil in Figure 59.

Figure 59 – Obscuration from Heating Cooking Oil
The test-to-test variation was due to the amount of cooking oil used in the testing. The method of using
a depth of oil (1/8 in.) to determine the volume of oil used was difficult to implement consistently. This
may have contributed to the observed variation.
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The higher OBS in this test is likely to have resulted from lower volume oil which caused a higher heating
rate as shown in Figure 60.

Figure 60 – Cooking Oil Temperature
The mean particle diameter and concentration data obtained the heating cooking oil experiments are
shown in Figure 61.

Figure 61 – Particle diameter and Concentration from Cooking oil
The mean particle diameter continuously increased as the cooking oil is heated and has a maximum size
of approximately 0.1 µm. The particle concentration also increased with the heating, with the average
peak particle concentration of approximately 1.5 × 107 particles/cc.
The carbon monoxide concentration measured from smoke emitted from the Cooking oil is shown in
Figure 62.
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Figure 62 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration from Cooking oil
There was higher carbon monoxide concentration in the Test 312 as compared to the other two. This
may have resulted from a lower volume of cooking oil in Test 312.

Broiling One Hamburger with a Flip
The OBS data from broiling hamburger is presented in Figure 63.

Figure 63 – OBS for Single Broiling Hamburger (with flip)
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The spike in the OBS data at 600 s resulted from opening the oven door for flipping the hamburger at
600 seconds. In these tests, OBS values reached 2%/ft. at the time of the flip.
The particle release started once the hamburger was warmed (approximately 240 s), and was initially
approximately 0.02 µm and increased to approximately 0.07 µm at the end of the test as shown in
Figure 64. The maximum particle diameter concentration occurs with a mean particle diameter of
approximately 0.06 µm as shown in Figure 65.

Figure 64 – Mean Particle Diameter for Broiling a
Single Hamburger

Figure 65 – Particle Concentration for Broiling
Single Hamburger

The relatively low concentration and OBS were expected, since some of the smoke from broiling was
released away from the smoke sampling probe and were not captured.
The carbon monoxide concentration data for the three tests are presented in Figure 66.
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Figure 66 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration for Broiling Single
Hamburger

Broiling Two Hamburgers with and without flipping
The OBS data for broiling two hamburgers are presented in Figure 67. The figure on the left hand side
represents the data where the hamburger was flipped at 600 s, and the figure on the right hand side
represents the data without flipping.

With a flip at 10 minutes

Without a flip

Figure 67 – OBS and MIC Response for Broiling Hamburgers

The spike in the OBS data at 600 s resulted from opening the oven door for flipping the hamburger at
600 seconds. In these tests, OBS values reached 2-3%/ft. at the time of the flip. This spike in OBS is not
present in the “no flip” tests.
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The particle release started once the hamburger was warmed (approximately 240 s), and was initially
approximately 0.02 µm. The mean particle diameter increased as the hamburger was cooked, as
depicted in Figure 68, to approximately 0.08 µm at the end of the test. The average peak particle
concentration was approximately of 6 × 106 particles/cc. As for the single burger test, some of the
smoke emissions were not captured by the sampling probe.

With a flip

With a flip

Without a flip

Without a flip

Figure 68 – Mean Particle diameter for Broiling
Hamburger

Figure 69 – Particle Concentration for Broiling
Hamburger

The carbon monoxide concentration data for the three tests are presented Figure 70. The carbon
monoxide concentration with the two broiling hamburger was the highest among the three food items
tested.
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With a flip

Without a flip

Figure 70 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration from Two Broiling Hamburgers
A higher concentration of carbon monoxide was observed after the hamburger was flipped.

Comparison of Cooking Scenarios
The mean particle diameter and concentration from individual tests were averaged to develop a
comparison of smoke particles emitted for each of the cooking scenarios.
The mean particle diameter data for all the cooking scenarios are presented in Figure 71. The number of
replicates is displayed in parenthesis in the legend.

Figure 71 – Comparison of Mean Particle Diameter
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The particle concentration data from the cooking scenarios are presented in Figure 72.

Figure 72 – Particle Concentration from Cooking Scenarios

The data showed that toasting bread has the smallest mean particle diameter (less than 0.05 µm) during
cooking, but the highest particle concentration of the cooking scenarios investigated.

Pan frying hamburgers had a maximum particle mean diameter of approximately 0.06 µm and peak
particle concentration of 1.5 × 107 particles/cc when the burger was flipped. Stir frying vegetables
generated mean particle diameter and concentration similar to pan frying hamburgers.

Broiling hamburgers generated particles with a mean diameter of approximately 0.07 µm. The broiling
hamburgers also had a slower increase in mean particle diameter as compared to other sources. The
particle sampling in the broiling test did not capture all the smoke generated from broiling.
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Task 3 Summary of Findings
The findings from particle diameter and carbon monoxide concentration generated for the cooking
scenarios are as follows:







Smallest mean particle diameter and the highest particle concentration were measured for
toasting bread.
Pan frying hamburgers, stir frying vegetables, and heating cooking oil had similar mean particle
diameters and concentration.
Largest mean particle diameter and the lowest concentration were measured for broiling
hamburgers. The particle concentration measurement in broiling tests was impacted by smoke
venting from top of the oven that was not captured.
The largest carbon monoxide concentrations were measured during the broiling scenarios.
The results confirmed the selection of toasting bread, pan frying hamburgers, and broiling
hamburgers as appropriate cooking scenarios for further testing in representative kitchen
configurations.
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Task 4 – Test Results in Representative Cooking Configurations
The test results included (i) ceiling and plume temperatures; (ii) white light obscuration; (iii) MIC
response; (iv) carbon monoxide concentration; (v) particle diameter distribution and concentration; and
(vi) smoke alarm response times.
These data are presented graphically in this section for the number 3 measurement location that was 10
ft. from the range. Comparison of data at other locations is provided in Task 5. This location was
selected because it is the minimum distance for a smoke alarm location as per NFPA 72. The influence of
location (and distance from the range) on the measurements is discussed in the next section.
The graphical data are separated with respect to each of the five room configurations used and cooking
scenarios. All replicate tests conducted for each cooking scenario are shown in the graphs with test
numbers representing the data in the legend. The TSI 3091 particle analyzer was not available for the
NIST test room configuration for toasting bread and pan frying hamburgers.

Calculations
Obscuration
Obscuration was calculated from the light transmission data as shown in Eq. 1.
(

)

Eq. 1

Where OBS is obscuration (%/ft.)
Ts is the transmitted light signal through the smoke medium (mV);
Tc is the transmitted light signal without smoke (mV); and
d is the path length (ft.).
A baseline for the Tc was calculated by averaging data 60 seconds prior to the start of the test.

MIC Response
MIC response was calculated as shown in Eq. 2.

Eq. 2
Where MIC Response is percent change in Measuring Ionization Chamber signal (%)
Ms is MIC signal through smoke (mV); and
Mc is MIC signal without smoke (mV).
A baseline for the Mc was calculated by averaging data 60 seconds prior to the start of the test.
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Particle Mean Diameter
The mean diameter was calculated from particle diameter distribution as shown in Eq. 3.
∑
∑

Eq. 3

Where di is the particle bin size of the ith bin (µm); and
ni is the number of particles with particle bin size di.
All the room configurations had four measurement locations. These were described in Task 2 and are
summarized in Table 7.
Table 7 – Measurement Locations
Measurement
Location

Distance from Electric Range/
Toaster

Location 1

6 ft.

Location 2

17.7 ft.

Location 3

10 ft.

Location 4

10 ft.

Results from Location 3 (10 ft.) are presented in this section.
The tests for the cooking scenarios in each of the five configurations were performed with three
replicates. In some cases, a fourth test was added if anomaly either in the test procedure or
instrumentation was observed.

NIST Test Room
The NIST Test Room configuration is shown Figure 73. The four locations where MIC, light transmission,
carbon monoxide concentration measurements were performed are shown in the figure. The smoke
alarms were also installed at these locations to correlate smoke signal measurements to smoke alarm
response. A technical staff with personal protective equipment was in the room during the pan frying
and broiling hamburger tests to flip the hamburger according to test procedures developed. The room
door was kept closed during the tests.
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Figure 73 – NIST Test Room Configuration
Photographs were taken of the food items. Figure 74 provides exemplars of the items before and after
the cooking scenarios used.
Cooking Scenario

Pre-test

Post-Test

Toasting Bread

Pan Frying Hamburger

Broiling Hamburger

Figure 74 – Exemplar Photographs of Items Before and After Cooking
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Pre-test weights, and weight loss of the food items are provided in Table 8. The data shows that broiling
hamburger had the lowest weight loss standard deviation (2.4%), followed by pan frying hamburger
(3.7%), and toasting bread (4.8%).
Table 8 – Summary of Food Items Initial Weight and Loss
Food Item

Pre-test Weight (g)

Weight Loss (g)

Average Standard Deviation

Average Standard Deviation

2 Slices Bread

48.65

1.93

15.98

0.77

Grocery Store
Hamburger Broiling

111.93

1.21

42.09

1.01

Grocery Store
Hamburger Pan Frying

111.84

1.24

62.76

2.31

The results from the tests are presented in the following sections for each of the cooking scenarios for
measurement location 3 (10 ft.).

Toasting Bread
The TSI 3091 particle analyzer was not available for these tests.

The OBS and MIC response data are presented in Figure 75. All data were consistent from test-to test.

Figure 75 – OBS and MIC Response for Toasting Bread
There was negligible increase in OBS for the toast during the normal cooking period. In Test 23, the
power to the toaster was de-energized after the 300 s toast time. This led to increased darkening of
bread slices through the bread thickness, and generation of visible smoke. The MIC response, on the
other hand, reduced below 80%. This indicates relatively small particles in the air from toasting bread.
The OBS and MIC relationship provide information on the particle diameter distribution and is depicted
in Figure 76.
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Figure 76 – OBS and MIC Relationship for Toasting Bread
Figure 76 also shows that toasting bread consists of primarily small particles.

There was negligible measurement of carbon monoxide concentration generated during these tests, and
the maximum temperature change at the measurement location was 3 C as presented in Figure 77.

Figure 77 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration and Temperature for Toasting Bread
The smoke alarm response times for each of the smoke alarms at Location 3 (10 ft.) is presented in Table
9. The ion smoke alarms were first to respond, followed by Photo/Ion smoke alarms.
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Table 9 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Toasting Bread Experiments
Smoke Alarm Type

Test Number
022

023

024

Ion

311

292

289

Photo

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/Ion

318

304

304

Photo/CO

DNA

390

DNA

Ion/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Note: DNA – Did not alarm
Some of the smoke alarms activated after the test was terminated but before the data acquisition
system was terminated. These data points are shown in red.
Figure 78 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.

Figure 78 – NIST Test Room Toasting: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS
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Pan Frying Hamburger
The TSI 3091 particle analyzer was not available for these tests.
The OBS and MIC response data are presented in Figure 79. All data were consistent from test-to-test.

Figure 79 – OBS and MIC Response for Pan Frying Hamburgers
The data show that pan frying hamburgers have range of particle diameter distribution. The first peak in
the OBS graph corresponds to the time when the hamburger was flipped over. A maximum OBS of 1
%/ft. was measured in these experiments. The MIC appears to respond first indicating initial release of
smaller particles, and then followed by larger particles. This was also observed in the MIC and OBS
relationship in Figure 80.

Figure 80 – OBS and MIC Relationship for Pan Frying Hamburgers
Carbon monoxide concentration of less than 1 ppm was measured during the tests, and the maximum
temperature change at the measurement location was 3C as presented in Figure 55.
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Figure 81 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration and Ceiling Temperature for Pan Frying Hamburgers

The smoke alarm response times for each of the smoke alarms at Location 3 (10 ft.) is presented in Table
10. The ion only smoke alarm was first to respond, followed by Photo/Ion smoke alarms.

Table 10 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Pan Frying Hamburger Experiments
Test Number

Smoke Alarm
Type

025

026

027

Ion

180

216

203

Photo

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/Ion

192

217

200

Photo/CO

231

239

235

Ion/CO

330

DNA

DNA

Ion

218

DNA

DNA

Photo/CO

234

251

246

Note: DNA – Did not alarm
Ion only smoke alarms activated first. Photo smoke alarms did not activate in these experiments. The
Photo/CO alarms activation corresponds to when the OBS values peaks (ref. Figure 79).
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Figure 82 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.

Figure 82 – NIST Test Room Frying: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS

Broiling Hamburger
The OBS and MIC response data are presented in Figure 83. All data were consistent from test-to-test.

Figure 83 – OBS and MIC Response for Broiling Hamburgers
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The spike in the OBS data resulted from opening the oven door for flipping the hamburger. In these
tests, OBS values exceeded 3 %/ft. However, the MIC responds first to the smoke generated indicating
release of smaller particles initially. This was also observed in the OBS and MIC response relationship as
well as particle diameters measured at Location 3 (10 ft.) in Figure 84.

Figure 84 – Beam and MIC Response Relationship for Broiling Hamburger

During the initial heating phase, the particle analyzer was sampling from the ambient air. The initial
particle diameter distribution (i.e., before 240 s) was skewed towards larger particles as compared to
particles generated from the cooking source. The mean particle diameter was approximately 0.02 µm
once the hamburger was warmed. It was observed that the MIC response starts at this time also. The
mean particle diameter increased as the hamburger was cooked, as depicted in Figure 85, to
approximately 0.10 µm at the end of the test.
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Figure 85 – Mean Particle Diameter Growth for
Broiling Hamburger

Figure 86 – Particle Diameter vs. Concentration
for Broiling Hamburger

The carbon monoxide concentration data for the three tests are presented in Figure 87. The carbon
monoxide concentration for broiling hamburger was the highest among the three food items tested.

Figure 87 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration for
Broiling Hamburger

Figure 88 – Ceiling Temperature for Broiling
Hamburger

The ceiling temperature at the smoke alarm location is shown in Figure 88. The maximum temperature
rise at this location was 8 °C.

The smoke alarm response time for the broiling hamburger tests is presented in Table 11.
Table 11 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Broiling Hamburgers
Test Numbers

Smoke Alarm
Type

028

029

030

Ion

[1]

509

462

Photo

539

562

568

Photo/Ion

374

458

425

Photo/CO

508

583

566

Ion/CO

488

570

663

Ion

509

562

577

Photo/CO

521

559

556

Note: [1] – A broken electrical signal connection prevented recording of this activation time
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All smoke alarm types were activated during the broiling hamburger tests. This is expected since broiling
hamburgers had elevated OBS, MIC, and CO signals.

Figure 89 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.
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Figure 89 – NIST Test Room Broiling: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS

Configuration A (8 ft. Ceiling with Soffit)
In this configuration, Location 3 (10 ft.) was within the soffit area of the kitchen as shown in Figure 90.
The soffit depth was 1 ft.

Figure 90 – Configuration A

There were four measurement locations where MIC, light transmission, CO concentration measurement
equipment were located. In addition, smoke alarms were also installed at these locations to correlate
smoke measurements to smoke alarm response. A technical staff with personal protective equipment
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was in the room during the pan frying and broiling hamburger tests to flip the hamburger according to
test procedures developed. The door was kept closed during the tests.

Toasting Bread
The OBS and MIC response data for this configuration are presented in Figure 91.

Figure 91 – OBS and MIC Response for Toasting Bread

The OBS values calculated for toasting bread slices for this configuration was less than 0.5 %/ft. The MIC
response changed from 100% (no particles) to approximately 62% at the end of the test. Both the OBS
and MIC values had a greater change than compared to the NIST Test Rom configuration (ref. Figure 50).
The OBS versus MIC response relationship is presented in Figure 92. The figure shows that particles from
toasting bread are primarily small particles.
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Figure 92 – OBS and MIC Response Relationship for Toasting bread

The mean diameter of the particles during the test, and particle diameter distribution is depicted in
Figure 93 and Figure 94.

Figure 93 – Mean Particle Diameter for Toasting
Bread

Figure 94 - Particle Concentration vs. Mean
Particle Diameter for Toasting Bread

The mean particle diameter starts at 0.02 µm and increases to approximately 0.08 µm at the end of the
test. There is a rapid increase in particle concentration around 240 s when the mean particle diameter
reaches 0.06 µm. This may be related to darkening of the bread, but was not verified during this test
series.
The carbon monoxide concentration data generated from toasting bread is shown in Figure 95. The
ceiling temperature rise at the smoke alarm location was 3 C as shown in Figure 96.

Figure 95 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration for
Toasting Bread

Figure 96 – Ceiling Temperature for Toasting
Bread
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The smoke alarm response times during the tests are presented in Table 12.
Table 12 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Toasting Bread
Smoke Alarm Types

Test Numbers
041

043

044

045

Ion

270

269

277

287

Photo

DNA

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/Ion

333

329

335

339

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion

DNA

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

DNA

Note: DNA – Did Not Alarm
Ion only smoke alarms were first to activate during the tests. All the Photo/Ion smoke alarms activated
after the power to the toaster was de-energized (at 300 s) but before the data acquisition was
terminated. These data are shown in red.
Figure 97 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.

Figure 97 – Configuration A Toasting: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS
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Pan Frying Hamburger
The OBS and MIC response data for pan frying hamburgers are graphically depicted in Figure 98.

Figure 98 – OBS and MIC Response for Pan Frying Hamburgers

The data indicates that pan frying hamburger emits a mixed distribution of small and large particles as
seen by nearly simultaneous increase in OBS and reduction of MIC response. The OBS value exceeded
2%/ft. in this configuration.

The OBS and MIC response relationship is depicted in Figure 99.

Figure 99 – OBS and MIC Response Relationship for Pan Frying Hamburger
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The mean particle diameter data for the pan frying hamburger are shown in Figure 100, and particle
diameter concentration in Figure 101. The mean particle diameter is initially 0.02 µm and increases to
0.08 µm.

Figure 100 – Mean Particle Diameter for Pan
Frying Hamburger

Figure 101 – Particle Diameter and
Concentration for Pan Frying Hamburger

Less than 1 ppm carbon monoxide concentration was measured in these tests as shown in Figure 102.
The maximum ceiling temperature rise at this location was 3 °C.

Figure 102 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration
for Pan Frying Hamburger

Figure 103 – Ceiling Temperature for Pan Frying
Hamburger

The smoke alarm response time data for the pan frying hamburgers are shown in Table 13.
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Table 13 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Pan Frying Hamburger
Smoke
Alarm
Types

Test Numbers
046

047

048

Ion

232

227

216

Photo

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/Ion

333

359

347

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Note: DNA – Did not alarm
The Ion smoke alarms were the first to alarms to activate from pan frying hamburgers, followed by
Photo/Ion smoke alarms.
Figure 104 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.

Figure 104 – Configuration A Frying: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS

Broiling Hamburger
The OBS and MIC response data from the broiling hamburger tests are depicted in Figure 105.
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Figure 105 – OBS and MIC Response for Broiling Hamburger

There is some test-to-test variation in the OBS data when the oven door was opened to flip the burger
at 600 s (e.g., Test 049). This test also has slightly more response from the MIC at that time.

The OBS and MIC response relationship is shown in Figure 106.

Figure 106 – OBS and MIC Response Relationship for Broiling Hamburger

The mean particle diameter data from the tests are shown in Figure 107 and the particle concentration
data are shown in Figure 108. The initial particles from the broiling hamburger are relatively small (less
than 0.06 µm). It was observed that up to this stage of broiling (before 360 s), the OBS values are
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approximately zero (ref. Figure 105). The broiling hamburger particle diameter toward the end of the
test is approximately 0.1 µm.

Figure 107 – Mean Particle Diameter Data for
Broiling Hamburger

Figure 108 – Particle Diameter vs. Concentration
Data for Broiling Hamburger

The carbon monoxide concentration measured in these tests is depicted in Figure 109. The carbon
monoxide concentration exceeded 9 ppm for Test 049. It may be noted that the first peak for Test 049 is
highest, another indication that this may result from opening of the oven door wider.

Figure 109 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration
for Broiling Hamburger

Figure 110 – Ceiling Temperature for Broiling
Hamburger

The ceiling temperature data is presented In Figure 110. The maximum ceiling temperature rise at this
location was 8 °C.
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The smoke alarm response times for the broiling hamburger tests is presented in Table 14.
Table 14 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Broiling Hamburger
Test Numbers

Smoke Alarm
Types

049

050

051

Ion

451

356

426

Photo

601

633

605

Photo/Ion

526

436

464

Photo/CO

567

587

588

Ion/CO

583

672

719

Ion

569

627

713

Photo/CO

546

586

531

The Ion only smoke alarms were first to activate in each of the three tests. However, all smoke alarms
responded to the normal cooking period for broiling hamburger.
Figure 111 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.

Figure 111 – Configuration A Broiling: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS
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Configuration B (8 ft. Ceiling – No Internal Walls)
Configuration B had a ceiling height of 8 ft. and the internal walls of the NIST Test Room were removed
as shown in Figure 112. This configuration provide for an unimpeded flow of emissions from the cooking
scenarios.

Figure 112 – Configuration B
There were four measurement locations where MIC, light transmission, CO concentration measurement
equipment were located. Smoke alarms were also installed at these locations to correlate smoke
measurements to smoke alarm response. A technical staff with personal protective equipment was in
the room during the pan frying and broiling hamburger tests to flip the hamburger according to test
procedures developed. The door was kept closed during the tests.

Toasting Bread
The OBS and MIC data for toasting bread are presented in Figure 113. Test 037 diverged from the other
two similar tests reaching nearly 2%/ft. OBS at the end of the test. The initial mass of bread in Test 037
was about 2 grams (4%) less than in tests 038 and 039.

Figure 113 – OBS and MIC Data for Toasting Bread
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The particle release starts once the bread was warmed (approximately 120 s) and was initially
approximately 0.02 µm. The MIC response started at this time also. The mean particle diameter
increased as the bread was toasted, as depicted in Figure 115, to approximately 0.08 µm at the end of
the test.

Figure 114 – OBS vs. MIC Response for Toasting Bread
The OBS and MIC response data are presented in Figure 113. The MIC values were consistent from testto test. There was a higher variation in Test 37 as compared to other toast tests. This may be due to the
lower initial mass of the bread in Test 037.

Figure 115 – Mean Particle Diameter and Mean Particle Diameter vs. Particle Diameter Distribution
for Toasting Bread
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There was negligible measurement of carbon monoxide concentration generated during these tests and
the maximum temperature change at the measurement location was 3 C as presented in Figure 116.

Figure 116 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration and Temperature for Toasting Bread

The smoke alarm response times for each of the smoke alarms at Location 3 (10 ft.) are presented in
Table 15. Only ion smoke alarms activated during the 300 s test duration.

Table 15 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Toasting Bread Experiments
Smoke Alarm Type

Test Number
037

038

039

Ion

269

283

284

Photo

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/Ion

390

322

341

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Note: DNA – Did not alarm
Some of the smoke alarms activated after the toaster was de-energized but before the data acquisition
terminated. These data points are shown in red.
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Figure 117 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.

Figure 117 – Configuration B Toasting: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS

Pan Frying Hamburger
The OBS and MIC response data are presented in Figure 118. All data were consistent from test-to-test.

Figure 118 – OBS and MIC Response for Pan Frying hamburgers
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The data show that pan frying hamburgers have a range of particle diameter distribution. The first peak
in the OBS graph corresponds to the time when the hamburger was flipped over. A maximum OBS of 2
%/ft. was measured in these experiments. The MIC appears to respond first indicating initial release of
smaller particles, and then followed by larger particles. This was observed in the MIC and OBS
relationship in Figure 119.

Figure 119 – OBS and MIC Relationship for Pan Frying Hamburgers

The particle release starts once the hamburger is warmed (approximately 120 s), and is initially
approximately 0.02 µm. It was observed that the MIC response starts at this time also. The mean
particle diameter increases as the hamburger is cooked, as depicted in Figure 120, to approximately 0.08
µm at the end of the test.
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Figure 120 – Mean Particle Diameter and Mean Particle Diameter vs. Particle Diameter Distribution
for Pan Frying Hamburgers

Carbon monoxide concentration of approximately 1 ppm was measured during the tests and the
maximum temperature change at the measurement location was 3 C as presented in Figure 121.

Figure 121 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration and Ceiling Temperature for Pan Frying Hamburgers

The smoke alarm response times for each of the smoke alarms at Location 3 (10 ft.) is presented in Table
16.

Table 16 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Pan Frying Hamburger Experiments
Test Number

Smoke Alarm
Type

034

035

036

Ion

179

199

193

Photo

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/Ion

230

241

246

Photo/CO

248

DNA

DNA

Ion/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/CO

250

DNA

DNA
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Note: DNA – Did not alarm
Ion only smoke alarms activated first. Photo-only smoke alarms did not activate during these
experiments.
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Figure 122 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.

Figure 122 – Configuration B Frying: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS

Broiling Hamburger
The OBS and MIC response data are presented in Figure 123. All data were consistent from test-to-test.

Obscuration

MIC

Figure 123 – OBS and MIC Response for Broiling Hamburgers
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The spike in the OBS data resulted from opening the oven door for flipping the hamburger. OBS values
peaked at approximately 3%/ft. during these tests. MIC responds first to the smoke generated
indicating release of smaller particles initially. This may also be observed in the OBS and MIC response
relationship as well particle diameter measured at Location 3 (10 ft.) in Figure 124.

Figure 124 – Beam and MIC Response Relationship for Broiling Hamburger

The particle release starts once the hamburger is warmed (approximately 180 s) and is initially
approximately 0.02 µm. It was observed that the MIC response starts at this time also. The mean
particle diameter increases as the hamburger is cooked, as depicted in Figure 125, to approximately 0.09
µm at the end of the test.

Figure 125 – Mean Particle Diameter and Mean Particle Diameter vs. Particle Concentration for
Broiling Hamburger
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The carbon monoxide concentration data for the three tests are presented in Figure 126. The carbon
monoxide concentration with broiling hamburger was the highest among the three food items tested.

Figure 126 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration for
Broiling Hamburger

Figure 127 – Ceiling Temperature for Broiling
Hamburger

The ceiling temperature at the smoke alarm location is shown in Figure 127. The maximum temperature
rise at the sampling location was 8 °C.

The smoke alarm response time for the broiling hamburger tests is presented in Table 17.

Table 17 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Broiling Hamburgers

Test Numbers

Smoke Alarm
Type

031

032

033

Ion

494

477

390

Photo

609

566

590

Photo/Ion

517

493

405

Photo/CO

583

537

556

Ion/CO

616

604

663

Ion

623

538

559

Photo/CO

589

545

552
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All smoke alarm types were activated during the broiling hamburger tests. This is expected since broiling
had significant OBS, MIC, and CO concentration signals.
Figure 128 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.

Figure 128 – Configuration B Broiling: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS
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Configuration C (10 ft. Ceiling with Soffit)
Configuration C was similar to Configuration A, but with 10 ft. ceiling height. A schematic of the room
configuration is shown in Figure 129.

Figure 129 – Configuration C
There were four measurement locations where MIC, light transmission, and CO concentration
measurement equipment were located. Smoke alarms were also installed at these locations to correlate
smoke measurements to smoke alarm response. A technical staff with personal protective equipment
was in the room during the pan frying and broiling hamburger tests to flip the hamburger according to
test procedures developed. The room door was kept closed during these tests.

Toasting Bread
The OBS and MIC response data are presented in Figure 50. All data were consistent from test-to-test.

Figure 130 – OBS and MIC Response for Toasting Bread
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There was negligible increase in OBS for the toast during the normal cooking period. In Test 061 the
toaster was about 7 seconds after the 300 s test duration. This led to darkening of bread slices, and
generation of visible smoke. The MIC response, on the other hand reduced below 80% in each of these
tests. This indicates relatively small particles in the air from toasting bread.
The OBS and MIC relationship provide information on the particle diameter distribution and is depicted
in Figure 131.

Figure 131 – OBS and MIC Relationship for Toasting Bread
The particle release starts once the bread was warmed (approximately 120 s) and was initially
approximately 0.02 µm. The MIC response started at this time also. The mean particle diameter
increased as the bread was toasted, as depicted in Figure 132, to approximately 0.08 µm at the end of
the test.

Figure 132 – Mean Particle Diameter and Mean Particle Diameter vs. Particle Concentration for
Broiling Hamburger
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There was negligible measurement of carbon monoxide concentration generated during these tests and
the maximum temperature rise at the measurement location was 2 C as presented in Figure 133.

Figure 133 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration and Temperature for Toasting Bread
The smoke alarm response times for each of the smoke alarms at Location 3 (10 ft.) as presented in
Table 18. Only ion smoke alarms activated during these tests.
Table 18 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Toasting Bread Experiments
Smoke Alarm Type

Test Number
059

060

061

Ion

340

DNA

333

Photo

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/Ion

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Note: DNA – Did not alarm
Some of the smoke alarms activated after the toaster was de-energized but before the data acquisition
terminated. These data points are shown in red.

Figure 134 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.
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Figure 134 – Configuration C Toasting: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS

Pan Frying Hamburger
The OBS and MIC response data are presented in Figure 135. All data were consistent from test-to-test.

Figure 135 – OBS and MIC Response for Pan Frying hamburgers

The data show that pan frying hamburgers have range of particle diameter distribution. The first peak in
the OBS graph corresponds to the time when the hamburger was flipped. A maximum OBS of 1 %/ft.
was measured during these experiments. The MIC appears to respond first, indicating initial release of
smaller particles, and then followed by larger particles. This was observed in the MIC and OBS
relationship in Figure 136.
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Figure 136 – OBS and MIC Relationship for Pan Frying Hamburgers

The particle release started once the hamburger was warmed (approximately 240 s) and was initially
approximately 0.02 µm. The MIC response started at this time also. The mean particle diameter
increased as the hamburger was cooked, as depicted in Figure 137, to approximately 0.08 µm at the end
of the test.

Figure 137 – Mean Particle Diameter and Mean Particle Diameter vs. Particle Concentration for Pan
Frying Hamburger

Carbon monoxide concentration of less than 1 ppm was measured during the tests and the maximum
temperature change at the measurement location was 2 C as presented in Figure 138.
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Figure 138 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration and Ceiling Temperature for Pan Frying Hamburgers

The smoke alarm response times for each of the smoke alarms at Location 3 (10 ft.) are presented in
Table 19.
Table 19 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Pan Frying Hamburger Experiments
Test Number

Smoke Alarm
Type

055

056

057

058

Ion

261

262

DNA

DNA

Photo

DNA

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/Ion

DNA

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion

DNA

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

DNA

Note: DNA – Did not alarm
Only Ion smoke alarms activated during these tests.
Figure 139 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.
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Figure 139 – Configuration C Frying: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS

Broiling Hamburger
The OBS and MIC response data are presented in Figure 140. All data were consistent from test-to-test.

Figure 140 – OBS and MIC Response for Broiling Hamburgers

The spike in the OBS data resulted from opening the oven door for flipping the hamburger. OBS values
exceeded 2%/ft. during these tests. MIC responded first to the smoke generated indicating release of
smaller particles initially. This is observed in the OBS and MIC response relationship as well particle
diameter measured at Location 3 (10 ft.) in Figure 141.
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Figure 141 – Beam and MIC Response Relationship for Broiling Hamburger

The particle release starts once the hamburger is warmed (approximately 240 s) and is initially
approximately 0.02 µm. It was observed that the MIC response starts at this time also. The mean
particle diameter increases as the hamburger is cooked, as depicted in Figure 142, to approximately 0.09
µm at the end of the test.

Figure 142 – Mean Particle Diameter and Mean Particle Diameter vs. Particle Concentration for
Broiling Hamburger

The carbon monoxide concentration data for the three tests are presented in Figure 143. The carbon
monoxide concentration for broiling hamburger was the highest among the three food items tested.
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Figure 143 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration for
Broiling Hamburger

Figure 144 – Ceiling Temperature for Broiling
Hamburger

The ceiling temperature at the smoke alarm location is shown in Figure 144.

The smoke alarm response times for the broiling hamburger tests are presented in Table 20.

Table 20 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Broiling Hamburgers
Test Numbers

Smoke Alarm
Type

052

053

054

Ion

542

537

525

Photo

627

634

629

Photo/Ion

565

584

535

Photo/CO

620

598

599

Ion/CO

627

731

624

Ion

672

748

621

Photo/CO

662

662

631

All smoke alarm types were activated during the broiling hamburger tests. This is expected since broiling
hamburgers had significant OBS, MIC, and CO concentration signals.
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Figure 145 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.

Figure 145 – Configuration C Broiling: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS

Configuration D (10 ft. Ceiling without Soffit)
A schematic of Configuration D is depicted in Figure 146. This is similar to Configuration B, but with a 10
ft. ceiling height.

Figure 146 – Configuration D
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Toasting Bread
The OBS and MIC response data are presented in Figure 147. All data were consistent from test-to-test.

Figure 147 – OBS and MIC Response for Toasting Bread
The data also show the sensitivity to the toaster power level above a certain threshold. In Test 064, the
toaster power averaged 760 W compared to the planned 750 W. The other three tests were within 2 or
3 Watts of 750 W. The additional power resulted in greater smoke generation at the end of Test 064
and is shown in the MIC and OBS graphs. In general, the MIC response reduced below 80% in each of
these tests. This indicates relatively small particles in the air from toasting bread.

The OBS and MIC relationship provide information on the particle diameter distribution and is depicted
in Figure 148. The figure shows that toasting bread consists of primarily small particles.

Figure 148 – OBS and MIC Relationship for Toasting Bread
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The Figure 148 also shows that toasting bread consists of primarily small particles.
The particle release started once the bread was warmed (approximately 120 s) and was initially
approximately 0.02 µm. The MIC response started at this time also. The mean particle diameter
increased as the bread was toasted, as depicted in Figure 149, to approximately 0.06 µm (0.08 µm in
Test 064) at the end of the test.

Figure 149 – Mean Particle Diameter and Mean Particle Diameter vs. Particle Concentration for
Broiling Hamburger

There was negligible carbon monoxide concentration generated during these tests and the maximum
temperature rise at the measurement location was 2 C as presented in Figure 150.

Figure 150 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration and Temperature for Toasting Bread
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The smoke alarm response times for each of the smoke alarms at Location 3 (10 ft.) is presented in Table
21. Only ion smoke alarms activated and all activations occurred after the toaster was de-energized.
These data are shown in red.
Table 21 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Toasting Bread Experiments
Smoke Alarm Type

Test Number
062

063

064

Ion

DNA

323

320

Photo

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/Ion

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Note: DNA – Did not alarm
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Figure 151 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.

Figure 151 – Configuration D Toasting: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS

Pan Frying Hamburger
The OBS and MIC response data are presented in Figure 152. All data were consistent from test-to-test.

Figure 152 – OBS and MIC Response for Pan Frying Burgers
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The data show that pan frying hamburgers have range of particle diameter distribution. The first peak in
the OBS graph corresponds to the time when the hamburger was flipped. A maximum OBS of 1 %/ft.
was measured in these experiments. The MIC appears to respond first, indicating initial release of
smaller particles, and then followed by larger particles. This was observed in the MIC and OBS
relationship in Figure 153.

Figure 153 – OBS and MIC Relationship for Pan Frying Hamburgers

The particle release started once the hamburger was warmed (approximately 240 s) and was initially
approximately 0.04 µm. The MIC response started at this time also. The mean particle diameter
increased as the hamburger was cooked, as depicted in Figure 154, to approximately 0.08 µm at the end
of the test.
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Figure 154 – Mean Particle Diameter and Mean Particle Diameter vs. Particle Concentration for
Broiling Hamburger

Carbon monoxide concentration of less than 1 ppm was measured during the tests and the maximum
temperature rise at the measurement location was 2 C as presented in Figure 155.

Figure 155 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration and Ceiling Temperature for Pan Frying Hamburgers

The smoke alarm response times for each of the smoke alarms at Location 3 (10 ft.) is presented in Table
22.

Table 22 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Pan Frying Hamburger Experiments
Test Number

Smoke Alarm
Type

065

066

067

Ion

223

235

217

Photo

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/Ion

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Ion

DNA

DNA

DNA

Photo/CO

DNA

DNA

DNA

Note: DNA – Did not alarm
Ion only smoke alarms activated in these tests.
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Figure 156 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.

Figure 156 – Configuration D Frying: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS

Broiling Hamburger
Data from two replicates are presented for this series, as the data from the third test was corrupted.
However, the hamburger was not flipped in these tests to investigate if there was a significant change in
the smoke signatures by not flipping the hamburger in the middle of the test (600 s).

The OBS and MIC response data are presented in Figure 157. As a result, the mid-test spike (observed at
600 s when the hamburger was flipped) is absent.
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Figure 157 – OBS and MIC Response for Broiling Hamburgers

In these tests, OBS values had maximum obscuration of 2 %/ft. MIC responded first to the smoke
generated indicating release of smaller particles initially. It was observed in the OBS and MIC response
relationship at Location 3, in Figure 158.

Figure 158 – Beam and MIC Response Relationship for Broiling Hamburger

The particle release started once the hamburger was warmed (approximately 240 s) and was initially
approximately 0.02 µm. The MIC response started at this time also. The mean particle diameter
increased as the hamburger was cooked, as depicted in Figure 159, to approximately 0.09 µm at the end
of the test.
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Figure 159 – Mean Particle Diameter and Mean Particle Diameter vs. Particle Concentration for
Broiling Hamburger

The carbon monoxide concentration data for the two tests are presented in Figure 160. The carbon
monoxide concentration was broiling hamburger was the highest among the food items tested.

Figure 160 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration for
Broiling Hamburger

Figure 161 – Ceiling Temperature for Broiling
Hamburger

The ceiling temperature data at the smoke alarm location is shown in Figure 161. The maximum
temperature rise was 5 °C.
The smoke alarm response times for the broiling hamburger tests are presented in Table 23 – Smoke
Alarm Response Times (s) for Broiling Hamburgers.
Table 23 – Smoke Alarm Response Times (s) for Broiling Hamburgers
Smoke Alarm
Type

Test Numbers
074

075
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Test Numbers

Smoke Alarm
Type

074

075

Ion

534

438

Photo

575

585

Photo/Ion

477

446

Photo/CO

606

620

Ion/CO

722

685

Ion

807

848

Photo/CO

619

638

All smoke alarm types activated during the broiling hamburger tests. This is expected since broiling
hamburgers had significant OBS, MIC, and CO concentration signals.
Figure 162 shows rectangular boxes, representing the minimum and maximum alarm times, with
corresponding OBS and MIC values. If a particular alarm activated in only one of the replicate tests, a
diamond shape is used.

Figure 162 – Configuration D Broiling: Alarm bounding boxes at Location 3 (10 ft.) vs MIC and OBS
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Electric Power Levels
Power level was monitored continuously in each test in this task. Since the cooking procedure was the
same in each configuration, this section reports the average and standard deviation for each type of
cooking.

Broiling
Table 24 shows the average power and standard deviation during all broiling experiments in Task 4. The
target power level was the rating of the broiler element of 3800 Watts. A representative graph of power
during a broiling test is shown in Figure 163.
Table 24- Power levels recorded during Task 4 broiling experiments
Test Code
Test 028
Test 029
Test 030
Test 031
Test 032
Test 033
Test 049
Test 050
Test 051
Test 052
Test 053
Test 054
Test 074
Test 075

Average
Power
(W)
3755
3791
3813
3790
3816
3808
3798
3794
3801
3842
3840
3840
3796
3832

Standard
Deviation
(W)
32.7
35.5
25
14.7
26.7
25.5
19
18.5
21.8
26.2
22.9
24.9
16
29.4

Figure 163 - Typical plot of broiler power level
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Frying
Table 25 shows the average power level and standard deviation during each of frying experiments in
Task 4. The range electric heater was set at “HIGH” setting for 3 minutes and the power to the element
was controlled during this period to provide 2600 W. At 3 minutes, the electric element on the range
was set to medium heat (“6” on the electric range) for duration of the test. The power during this phase
was monitored but not controlled. This range controlled medium power to the element by cycling
between full power and zero. A representative graph of power during a frying test is shown in Figure
164.
Table 25 - Power levels recorded during Task 4 frying experiments

Test Code

Test 025
Test 026
Test 027
Test 034
Test 035
Test 036
Test 046
Test 047
Test 048
Test 055
Test 056
Test 057
Test 058
Test 065
Test 066
Test 067

Standard
Average
Average
Deviation
HIGH
Medium
for HIGH
Power
Power
Power
(W)
(W)
(W)
2597
27.0
692
2612
15.9
592
2590
16.9
633
2606
51.4
674
2603
15.8
673
2603
20.0
611
2556
43.7
708
2612
16.4
648
2637
16.6
668
2579
37.6
663
2629
19.8
633
2620
19.7
625
2629
18.6
650
2541
27.8
667
2604
16.6
666
2597
19.0
652
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Figure 164 - Typical plot of frying power levels

Toasting
Table 26 shows the average power and standard deviation during all Task 4 toasting experiments. The
target power level was the rating of one side of the four-slice (750 Watts). A representative graph of
power during a broiling test is shown in Figure 165.
Table 26 - Power levels recorded during Task 4 toasting experiments
Standard
Average Power
Test Code
Deviation
(W)
(W)
Test 021
741
1.3
Test 022
747
1.2
Test 023
751
2.4
Test 024
753
1.8
Test 037
750
3.7
Test 038
753
1.8
Test 039
752
2.2
Test 041
753
3.0
Test 043
761
1.4
Test 044
757
3.9
Test 045
743
1.7
Test 059
758
9.1
Test 060
754
1.6
Test 061
753
3.0
Test 062
753
1.4
Test 063
758
1.0
Test 064
760
3.1
Test 082
760
8.0
Test 087
751
3.7
Test 088
755
1.4
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Figure 165 - Typical plot of toaster power level

Task 5 – Discussion of Results
In this section, test results are analyzed to provide insights on the influence of key parameters on smoke
build up rate and smoke alarm response. In the discussion the number of replicates for each series is
displayed in the legend in parenthesis.

Comparison of Nuisance Sources
The smoke (OBS, MIC, and CO) data from cooking food items is presented to discuss their unique
signatures. These data were selected from the NIST Test Room configuration Location 3 (10 ft.). In this
configuration, the TSI 3091 particle analyzer was not available for all the tests. Thus particle diameter
data from Configuration B are presented here for comparison of the three cooking scenarios.
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Figure 166 shows the OBS and MIC response data for the smoke from the three food items during the
normal cooking period. These represent data averaged from three replicate tests.

Figure 166 – OBS and MIC Response from the Cooking Scenarios
The features on Figure 166 are as follows:






The average MIC and OBS from the three replicate tests are shown with black lines.
The MIC values (upper graphs) are read on the left-hand axis.
The OBS values (lower graphs) are read on the right-hand axis
The alarm times for each of the alarms at Location 3 (10 ft.) and MIC and OBS values at alarm
are shown with either bounding boxes or diamond symbols.
The diamond shape is used for the cases where that particular alarm activated in only one of the
three replicate tests. The diamond shapes do not lie on their respective MIC and OBS data
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series because these series represent the average of the three replicate tests, while the
diamond represents the alarm time and MIC/OBS value for that alarm time.
The bounding boxes are bounded by the min/max alarm times and min/max MIC or OBS
recorded in the three replicate tests for that particular alarm.
The colors used for each alarm in positions 1-7 (see Figure 15) at Location 3 (10 ft.) are used
consistently for broiling, frying and toasting tests.
The photo alarm did not activate in either the frying or toasting tests. Three other alarms did
not activate during the toasting tests (Ion/CO, Ion, and Photo/CO at positions 5, 6, and 7
respectively).
The irregular shaped outlines are drawn around each group of alarms for broiling, frying, and
toasting.

Toasting bread generates very little visible smoke during this cooking period, but has a significant MIC
response, indicating that smoke particles are relatively small. Pan frying hamburger, on the other hand,
generates smaller particles initially, and larger particles once the hamburgers are warmed. Broiling
hamburger also generates smaller particles as observed from the MIC response (approx. 180 s) and it
takes some time before (almost 360 s) measureable visible smoke is observed. Both MIC response and
OBS measurements are the highest from the smoke of the broiling hamburger cooking scenario.

The mean particle diameter data for the three cooking scenarios is presented in Figure 167.

Figure 167 – Mean Particle Diameter for the Cooking Scenarios (Configuration B)
The figure shows that toasting bread had the smallest mean particle diameter. Pan frying hamburger
mean particle diameter increased to a maximum size of approximately 0.08 µm within 4 minutes after
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the test was initiated. Broiling hamburger had mean particle diameter less than 0.06 µm for almost six
minutes after the test start and then increased to 0.09 µm towards the end of the test.
The particle concentration at Location 3 (10 ft.) for the three cooking scenarios is presented in Figure
168.

Figure 168 – Particle Concentration for the Cooking Scenarios (Configuration B)
The particle concentration from broiling hamburger is the highest of these three cooking scenarios, but
it increases at a slower rate than the other two scenarios. These results are different when compared to
Task 2 where toasting resulted in the largest particle concentration. This shows that source particles
from toasting agglomerate more than broiling particles during transportation to the ceiling and out to
the measurement Location 3 (10 ft.)
The carbon monoxide gas concentration data measured at Location 3 (10 ft.) is presented in Figure 169.
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Figure 169 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration from the Food Items
There is negligible carbon monoxide gas generated during the normal cooking period for either toasting
bread or pan frying hamburger. However, carbon monoxide concentration was measured in each of the
broiling tests and never exceeded 10 ppm.
The minimum smoke alarm response time from the smoke of the food items are summarized in Table
27. The times denoted in red indicate the alarms activated after the cooking equipment was deenergized, but before the data acquisition terminated.
Table 27 – Minimum Smoke Alarm Times (s)
Food Item
Smoke Alarm Technology

Toasting
Bread

Frying
Burger

Broiling
Burger

Ion

289

180

462

Photo

DNA

DNA

539

Photo/Ion

304

192

374

Photo/CO

390

231

508

Ion/CO

DNA

330

488

Ion

DNA

218

509

Photo/CO

DNA

234

521

Note: DNA – Did not alarm
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The smoke alarm response data shows that broiling hamburger was most challenging to the range of
smoke alarms used in the tests since all the smoke alarms responded to the smoke during the normal
broiling period. This is expected since broiling hamburger provides the broadest range of particle
diameters and higher concentration of particles as compared to the other two smoke sources. A broiling
hamburger also generates higher carbon monoxide concentration than pan frying hamburger. It was
observed that smoke alarms in the broiling hamburger tests activated before the hamburger was flipped
at 600 s. The measured OBS when the smoke alarms activated was less than 2 %/ft. as shown in Figure
166.

Comparison of Smoke Data at Four Measurement Locations
The OBS and MIC data at the four locations for each of the three cooking scenarios are presented for the
NIST Test Room and 8 ft. ceiling without soffit configurations (Configuration B). The NIST Test room had
a soffit, two doorways, and a window opening, while Configuration B did not have any internal walls.
This provides a comparison of two of the extreme configurations used in this investigation.

Toasting Bread
The OBS data for the NIST Test Room and Configuration B at the four measurement locations are shown
in Figure 170 and Figure 171. Most of the visible smoke occurred after the toaster was de-energized
(300 s) and before the data acquisition was terminated. Location 1 (6 ft.) has a higher OBS value than
the other locations. This is expected since this location is closest to the toaster.

Figure 170 – OBS in NIST Test Room

Figure 171 – OBS in Configuration B

The MIC response data for the NIST Test Room and Configuration B at the four measurement locations
are shown in Figure 172 and Figure 173.
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Figure 172 – MIC Response in the NIST Test
Room

Figure 173 – MIC Response in Configuration B

The MIC response at Location 1 (6 ft.) is approximately the same between the NIST Test room and
Configuration B. However, at other locations the MIC response is higher in Configuration B. This
indicates that particles at other locations in Configuration B are smaller than in the NIST Test Room.

Frying Hamburger
The OBS data for pan frying hamburgers in NIST Test Room and in Configuration B are shown in Figure
174 and Figure 175.

Figure 174 – OBS in NIST Test Room

Figure 175 – OBS in Configuration B

The OBS in the NIST Test room is highest at Location 1 (6 ft.) and is in a narrow range at the other
locations. This may be due to the inner walls and vent paths (doorway and window openings) in the NIST
Test Room enabling agglomeration of the particles. The OBS data in Configuration B is higher at Location
1 (6 ft.) and then in a narrow range for other locations. It was observed that the peak OBS is
approximately 1.5 %/ft. for both configurations.
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The MIC responses for the pan frying hamburger tests are shown in Figure 176 and Figure 177.

Figure 176 – MIC Response NIST Test Room

Figure 177 – MIC Response for Configuration B

In alignment with the OBS data, the MIC response in the NIST Test room at Location 1 (6 ft.) is the
lowest indicating larger particles in the soffit area of the NIST Test Room. The MIC responses at Location
1 (6 ft.) are similar for both the configurations.

Broiling Hamburger
The OBS data for broiling hamburger tests are shown in Figure 178 and Figure 179.

Figure 178 – OBS in NIST Test Room

Figure 179 – OBS in Configuration B

The peak OBS during the process of flipping the hamburger in the oven (600 s) is slightly higher in the
NIST Test Room as compared to Configuration B. The second peak at the end of the test is after the
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electric range was de-energized and may have occurred by opening of the oven door. This peak is more
evident at Location 1 (600 s.), which is closest to the range. The maximum OBS at the end of the test
(840 s) is approximately 3%/ft. in both room configurations.

The MIC response data for the broiling hamburger tests are depicted in Figure 180 and Figure 181.

Figure 180 – MIC Response in NIST Test Room

Figure 181 – MIC Response in Configuration B

The MIC responses at Location 1 (6 ft.) are similar in both the NIST Test Room and Configuration B. The
MIC response at the end of the test (840 s) is in the range of 40 – 50% in both the configurations.

Influence of Room configuration
The influence on the room configurations on OBS and MIC response are presented for all the food
sources for measurements at Location 3 (10 ft.). In the NIST Test Room, Location 3 was outside the
kitchen area; and in Configuration A and C Location 3 was within the soffit area. In Configuration B and
D, there were no inner walls and thus smoke could move unimpeded.
Table 28 shows the influence of room configurations on the OBS, MIC response, and carbon monoxide
gas concentration. The data is based on the time-averages shown in Figure 182 through Figure 188.

Table 28 – Influence of Room configurations
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Toasting Bread
Average
Minimum
MIC
Ave.
Response
CO
(%)
(ppm)

Pan Frying Hamburger
Average
Ave.
Minimum
Max.
MIC
Ave.
OBS
Response
CO
(%/ft.)
(%)
(ppm)

Broiling Hamburger
Average
Minimum
Average
MIC
Ave.
Max. OBS
Response
CO
(%/ft.)
(%)
(ppm)

Test Configuration

Ave.
Max.
OBS
(%/ft.)

NIST Test Room

0.2

73

0

1.1

68

0.5

2.6

46

8

Configuration A

0.2

68

0

1.9

68

0.7

2.5

47

7

Configuration B

0.4

65

0.2

1.8

66

0.8

2.6

47

7

Configuration C

0.6

73

0.1

1

77

0.3

1.9

55

5

Configuration D

0.3

73

0.2

0.8

76

0.5

1.9

58

5

Results from Configurations A and B were similar to the NIST Test Room for toasting bread and broiling
hamburgers. The maximum OBS was higher and MIC response recorded a higher change for these two
room configurations for pan frying hamburgers as compared to NIST Test Room. Configurations C and D
with 10 ft. ceilings had lower signals than the three 8 ft. ceiling height configurations for all three
cooking scenarios. The higher value for OBS in Configuration C for toasting bread was due to higher
toaster power in one of the replicate tests.
The influence of room configuration for the 8 ft. ceiling cases is shown in Figure 182. The number of
replicates used in averaging the data is displayed in the legend in parenthesis. The data from NIST Test
Room is also presented for comparison. The room configuration appears to influence the smoke from
pan frying hamburgers the most when compared to results from the NIST Test Room. For this cooking
scenario, the OBS is higher in Configuration A (with soffit) and B (without soffit) than for the NIST Test
Room. The Room Configuration does not significantly influence the broiling hamburger test results.
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Figure 182 – Influence of Room Configuration on Obscuration for Cooking Scenarios at Location 3
Figure 182 shows that broiling has an initial slower increase in OBS than pan frying hamburgers.
However, after attaining an OBS value of 0.5%/ft., pan frying attains OBS value 1 %/ft. in approximately
40 s versus 60 s seconds for broiling hamburger. This is depicted in Figure 183 using average obscuration
data for the broiling and pan frying hamburgers.

Figure 183 – Comparison of Broiling and Pan Frying Hamburgers after attaining OBS value of 0.5%
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A more detailed analysis of the influence of room configurations was performed for the broiling
hamburger test scenario as it resulted in the highest OBS and MIC responses, and activated all the
smoke alarms used.
Figure 184 shows the OBS data for broiling hamburgers for each of the room configurations. The
maximum values obtained in the 8 ft. ceiling height configurations (NIST Test Room and Configurations A
and B) are approximately 3 %/ft. The maximum OBS values (Figure 184) for the 10 ft. ceiling height
configurations (Configurations C and D) are approximately 2 %/ft. From the figure, it is evident that
presence of soffit does not influence OBS results as much as ceiling height.

Figure 184 – Influence of Room configuration on Obscuration for Broiling Burger

Similar to the OBS data, the MIC response data in Figure 185 shows little effect of the soffit (Room
Configurations NIST, A, and C [Soffit] vs. B and D [No soffit]) and a significant effect of ceiling height
(Room Configurations NIST, A, and B [8 ft.] vs. C and D [10 ft.])
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Figure 185 – Influence of Room configuration on MIC Response for Broiling Burger
The MIC responses for the 8 ft. high test room ceiling tests (with and without soffit) are comparable to
the NIST test room results. However, data from the 10 ft. high ceilings (with and without soffit) show
smaller MIC response than the NIST test room results.
The lower MIC response may be due to either larger particle diameter distribution or lower particle
concentration. However, since the OBS values are also lower for the 10 ft. ceiling height, lower particle
concentration is expected to be the cause of smaller MIC response. A comparison of particle
concentration data between the 8 ft. and 10 ft. ceiling height room configuration confirms the influence
of ceiling height.

Figure 186 - Influence of Ceiling Height on Mean Particle diameter and Mean Particle diameter vs.
Concentration for Broiling Burger
The room configurations did not influence smoke particle mean diameter as shown in Figure 187.
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Figure 187 – Influence of Room configuration on Mean Particle Diameter for Broiling Burger
The additional air entrainment from the increased ceiling height also results in lower values of carbon
monoxide concentration. This is depicted in Figure 188.

Figure 188 – Influence of Room configuration on Carbon Monoxide Concentration for Broiling Burger
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Review of Trends in Post –Test Smoke Alarm Sensitivity
The smoke alarms were characterized before and after testing using the UL 217 smoke sensitivity test.
The data indicated that various alarm technologies trended either more or less sensitive to the smoke
generated during that characterization test as shown in Table 29. Instrument location #3, smoke alarm
position 3, was used for 100% of the tests during all 3 smoke alarm installations.
Table 29: Smoke Alarm Sensitivity Trend

Individual sensitivity test results for each Smoke Alarm Location are shown in the following tables. The
tables list the OBS (%/ft.) and MIC (%) values measured for both pre and post testing. The results are
grouped by Room Configuration and smoke alarm location. The first group of 4 smoke alarm locations
was used in the NIST Room and Room Configurations A & B. The second group of 4 smoke alarm
locations was used in Room Configurations C & D along with the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room; however,
smoke alarm location #4 was not utilized in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room. The smoke alarms were
characterized in the most favorable position. The Ion data (italicized red font) is shown first and then
the Photo data (regular black font) is shown second for the combination Ion/Photo alarm section of the
following tables.

NIST Room and Room Configurations A – B (Tests 001 – 051)

Table 30: Smoke Alarm Location 1 (6 ft.)

Position 1
Ion
Pre
Post

Position 2
Photo
Pre
Post

Position 3
Ion / Photo
Pre
Post

Position 4
Photo / CO
Pre
Post

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

0.7

76.1

0.6

76.6

2.3

47.3

2.5

41.8

0.7
0.5

76.4
82.8

0.5
0.5

78.0
81.6

1.1

62.6

1.6

53.7
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Table 31: Smoke Alarm Location 3 (10 ft.)

Position 1
Ion
Pre
Post

Position 2
Photo
Pre
Post

Position 3
Ion / Photo
Pre
Post

Position 4
Photo / CO
Pre
Post

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

0.9

73.8

0.5

76.2

2.5

47.1

2.5

44.7

0.6
0.6

75.4
85.1

0.5
0.4

77.0
85.1

1.1

62.8

1.4

56.7

Position 7
Photo / CO
Pre
Post

Position 6
Ion
Pre
Post

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

2.1

46.7

n/a

n/a

0.9

69.1

0.9

70.5

Position 5
Ion / CO
Pre
Post
OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

0.7

73.7

0.8

74.1

Table 32: Smoke Alarm Location 2 (17.7 ft.)

Position 1
Ion
Pre
Post

Position 2
Photo
Pre
Post

Position 3
Ion / Photo
Pre
Post

Position 4
Photo / CO
Pre
Post

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

0.6

77.9

1.1

58.2

2.3

46.2

2.2

45.0

0.6
0.6

76.8
78

0.6
0.5

84.6
82.5

1.0

65.2

1.6

50.5
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Table 33: Smoke Alarm Location 4 (10 ft.)

Position 1
Ion
Pre
Post

Position 2
Photo
Pre
Post

Position 3
Ion / Photo
Pre
Post

Position 4
Photo / CO
Pre
Post

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

0.7

78.2

0.6

74.9

1.9

48.2

1.9

46.5

0.7
0.7

77.8
73

0.4
0.6

87.5
83.0

1.0

69.5

1.1

67.6

Room Configurations C & D and UL 217/268 Fire Test Room (Tests 052 – 222)

Table 34: Smoke Alarm Location 1 (6 ft.)

Position 1
Ion
Pre
Post

Position 2
Photo
Pre
Post

Position 3
Ion / Photo
Pre
Post

Position 4
Photo / CO
Pre
Post

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

0.7

71.5

0.4

83

2.2

46.5

1.6

53.8

0.6
n/d

75.7
n/d

0.4
0.5

90.1
83.0

1.0

61.3

1.3

57.8

Table 35: Smoke Alarm Location 3 (10 ft.)

Position 1
Ion
Pre
Post

Position 2
Photo
Pre
Post

Position 3
Ion / Photo
Pre
Post

Position 4
Photo / CO
Pre
Post

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

0.7

75.4

0.6

82.2

2.1

47.5

1.6

55.2

0.6
0.6

75.4
77.0

0.5
0.4

85.1
85.1

1.4

57.5

n/d

n/d
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Position 7
Photo / CO
Pre
Post

Position 6
Ion
Pre
Post

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

1.8

52.0

1.6

51.0

0.9

66.0

0.9

64.5

Position 5
Ion / CO
Pre
Post
OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

0.6

81.7

0.7

77.1

Table 36: Smoke Alarm Location 2 (17.7 ft.)

Position 1
Ion
Pre
Post

Position 2
Photo
Pre
Post

Position 3
Ion / Photo
Pre
Post

Position 4
Photo / CO
Pre
Post

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

1.4

58.9

0.4

85.5

1.8

49.1

1.7

50.6

0.7
n/d

74.5
n/d

0.2
0.4

89.5
87.2

0.9

65.1

1.4

57.0

The UL 217/268 Fire Test Room did not utilize instrument location 4. This location was only used for
Room Configuration C & D.

Table 37: Smoke Alarm Location 4 (10 ft.)

Position 1
Ion
Pre
Post

Position 2
Photo
Pre
Post

Position 3
Ion / Photo
Pre
Post

Position 4
Photo / CO
Pre
Post

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

OBS
(%/ft.)

MIC
(%)

0.6

81.0

0.6

82.3

2.2

46.0

2.0

48.0

0.7

73.1

0.4
0.5

86.9
82.5

1.1

59.8

1.3

56.0
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Summary of Findings and Recommendations for Standardized Testing
Based upon the tests conducted the findings are summarized as follows:
1. The three selected cooking scenarios generate unique smoke signatures:
a. Toasting bread generates small particles that create very little OBS but a substantial MIC
response.
b. Pan frying hamburgers generate both small and large particle upon heating. The OBS
measured in the NIST test room configuration was below 2%/ft.
c. Broiling hamburgers generates small particles initially that creates substantial MIC
response with little OBS, followed by larger particles. The OBS measured in the NIST Test
Room configuration was approximately 3%/ft.
2. Broiling hamburger provides a broad range of particle diameters that challenged all the smoke
alarm types used in this investigation.
3. Ceiling height appears to have the most influence on smoke build-up in a room. Eight foot high
ceiling configurations (Configuration A, and B) had higher OBS values and MIC response than 10
ft. high ceiling (Configuration C and D).
4. The soffit presence did not have significant influence on smoke values measured (OBS and MIC
response).
5. The measurements of OBS and MIC response were highest at Location 1 (6 ft. from range).
There was not a significant difference on measured OBS or MIC response at other locations.
Based upon these findings, the following recommendations have been developed for standardized
nuisance alarm testing:
1. Use broiling hamburger as a surrogate of nuisance smoke source from cooking.
2. Conduct the test at 8 ft. ceiling height to maximize the potential for nuisance alarming.
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Task 6 – Develop Parameters for Standardized Testing
The review of test data identified boiling hamburger as a cooking scenario that provides a broad range
of particle diameter distribution during normal cooking. This cooking scenario also resulted in the
activation of all the smoke alarms used in the testing.
It was recognized that a standardized hamburger (rather than a frozen hamburgers from local grocery)
will reduce variability in future testing. Review of current UL standards identified UL 1026 (Standard for
electric household cooking and food serving appliances) that defines a standardized hamburger for
safety testing.
The UL 217/268 Fire Test Room is larger in area than Configuration D area. Based upon the area
differences, it was determined that two hamburgers would be needed to develop OBS signal build-up
similar to those obtained in the NIST Test Room. Thus, trials were conducted to estimate the test
duration that provided a smoke build-up similar to that obtained from single hamburger tests in the
NIST Test Room configuration presented in Task 4.

Butcher Shop Hamburger Samples
Hamburger samples with a fat content of 25% were obtained from a local butcher shop to develop
smoke build up data for comparison to the grocery store frozen hamburgers.

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
The instrumentation and data acquisition was identical to that used in previous tests.

Test Configuration
The butcher shop hamburger tests were performed in Configuration D (10 ft. ceiling height without
soffit).
The two hamburger tests were also performed in Configuration D, but with the electric range raised two
feet. The elevated range yields an effective ceiling height of 8 ft.

Test Procedure
The test procedure described in Task 2 was used for broiling the hamburger. Two replicates were
performed with the butcher shop hamburgers for comparison with frozen hamburgers.
A single test was conducted with the range raised 2 ft. to develop data in Configuration D test set-up to
validate that raising the electric range by 2 ft. provides results similar to those developed with 8 ft.
ceiling height (Configuration B).

Test Results
The results from the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room experiments are presented herein.
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Comparison of Butcher Shop Frozen Hamburger with
Grocery Store Frozen Hamburger
The comparison of average OBS data from butcher shop frozen hamburger with the frozen hamburger is
shown in Figure 189.

Figure 189 – Comparison of Obscuration from Butcher Shop Frozen Hamburger with
Grocery Store Frozen Hamburger
The butcher shop frozen hamburger had lower OBS levels as compared to the grocery store frozen
hamburger, but had over the similar OBS build-up rate.

The comparison of average MIC response from butcher shop frozen hamburger with the grocery store
frozen hamburger is shown in Figure 190.
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Figure 190 – Comparison of MIC response from Butcher Shop Hamburger with Grocery Store Frozen
Hamburger
The average MIC response for the butcher shop frozen hamburger and the grocery store frozen
hamburger were nearly identical.

A comparison of the OBS and MIC response relationship is presented in Figure 191. The figure shows
that the particle diameter distribution between the sources of hamburgers is similar.
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Figure 191 –Comparison OBS and MIC Response Relationship between
Butcher Shop and Grocery Store Frozen Hamburgers

Tests with Two Hamburgers
Initial trials indicated that broiling two hamburgers generated smoke build-up rate as well as profile than
observed for the single hamburger tests. The broiling tray was modified (Figure 40) to enable a smoke
build-up rate similar to that obtained from single hamburger tests.

Broiling two hamburgers resulted in a similar OBS build-up rate as broiling one hamburger did as shown
in Figure 192. In Test 101, the hamburger was not flipped, and thus the peak during the flipping process
(caused by opening the over door) was not present. Extended test duration used in this test resulted in a
higher level of OBS. Even though Test 101 was extended to 22 minutes, the hamburger was still edible.

Figure 192 – Comparison of Obscuration Build-Up between Two hamburgers and Single hamburger
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The OBS and MIC response relationship is shown in Figure 193. The higher MIC response in Test 101 as
compared to Configuration B tests indicates smaller particle diameter in Test 101.

Figure 193 – OBS and MIC Response Relationship from Broiling Two Hamburgers

Summary of Task Findings
The findings from this task are summarized as follows:






Butcher shop frozen hamburger with a 25% fat content resulted in smoke build –up profiles
similar to grocery store frozen hamburger. Thus, a butcher shop frozen hamburger may be used
in standardized testing to enable a more consistent smoke source for nuisance alarm testing.
Raising the range by 2 ft. in Configuration D (10 ft. ceiling height) resulted in OBS and particle
diameter distribution similar to tests conducted with 8 ft. ceilings (Configuration B). This result
confirms that conducting standardized testing with a raised range in UL 217/268 Fire Test Room
is feasible.
Extending the test to 22 minutes resulted in higher OBS in Configuration D. A longer test
duration in UL 217/268 Fire Test Room will be required to compensate for the larger room size.
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Task 7 – Testing in UL 217/268 Fire Test Room
The results from Task 4 and 5 identified broiling hamburger as a representative nuisance source from
cooking; and Task 6 assisted in developing parameters for use in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room. Tests
were conducted with broiling hamburger as the cooking scenario in the standard UL 217/268 Fire Test
Room to develop smoke signature data. Additionally, UL 217/268 standard flaming and smoldering tests,
as well as the proposed polyurethane flaming and smoldering tests were performed to develop
comparison of the smoke build up data with the representative nuisance source.

Test Samples
Butcher Shop Frozen Hamburger Samples
Hamburger samples with a fat content of 25% were obtained from two local butcher shops to develop
data on their influence on smoke build-up. The two butcher shop sources would also provide the data
on variability from the different hamburger sources. The samples were conditioned in a freezer with a
temperature range of -20 C to -25 C for 72 hours prior to testing.

Flaming Test Samples
Flaming test samples included (i) UL 217 wood crib; (ii) UL 217 shredded newspaper; (iii) UL 217
Heptane-Toluene mixture; and (iv) proposed polyurethane foam. The samples were conditioned in
accordance with the requirements of the UL 217 standard.

Smoldering Test Samples
Smoldering test samples used (i) UL 217 standard smoldering wood and (ii) proposed polyurethane
foam. The samples were conditioned in accordance with the requirements of the UL 217 standard.

Test Set-Up
Broiling Hamburger Tests
The test set-up for the broiling hamburger tests in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room is shown in Figure
194.
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Figure 194 – Test Set-up for Broiling Hamburger Tests in UL 217/268 Fire Test Room

Flaming and Smoldering Tests
The test set-up for the standard and proposed flaming and smoldering tests was in accordance with the
requirements of UL 217 Test Standard and proposal.

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
The instrumentation included (i) particle diameter analyzers; (ii) light transmission; (iii) MIC; (iv) carbon
monoxide analyzer; and (v) smoke alarms.
The light transmission system was calibrated using neutral density filters. The carbon monoxide gas
analyzers were calibrated using calibration carbon monoxide gas. Refer to the Instrumentation section
of Task 2 in this report for additional information
The sampling lines for the particle analyzer were located one inch below the ceiling at Locations 1 and 2
(6 ft. and 17 ft.). The light transmission light source and photo detectors were located at Locations 1, 2,
and 3 (6, 17, and 10 ft.). The carbon monoxide analyzer sample lines were located one inch below the
ceiling at Locations 1, 2, and 3 (6, 17, and 10 ft.).

The layout of the instrumentation for the boiling hamburger cooking scenario and other sources are
presented in Figure 194 and Figure 195.
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Figure 195 – Test Set-up for UL 217/268 standard and proposed tests.

All data were acquired using an automated data acquisition system at scan intervals of 1s.

Test Procedures
The test procedures used in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room are described herein.

Broiling hamburger Tests
The rack on which the broiler tray was placed was 4-1/2 in. below the heater element. The two
hamburgers were weighed and photographed prior to the tests. They were then placed on a clean
broiler tray 2-1/2 in apart. The tray was then placed in the oven of the electric range. The location of the
hamburgers relative to the heater element is shown in Figure 196. The oven door was kept 4.5 in. ajar.
The opening was set prior to the test using a wooden gage block as shown in Figure 197. The wooden
gage block was not used during the test.
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Figure 196 – Location of Oven Rack Below the
Heater Element

Figure 197 – Setting the oven door opening prior
to test

The test room door was closed, and a 5 minute background data collection was initiated. At the end of 5
minutes, the oven was energized and adjusted to 3800 watts. This power was monitored and
maintained for the duration of the test. The range was de-energized at the end of 22 minutes and the
data collection was terminated at 23 minutes.
The hamburger samples were weighed and photographed at the end of the test. Initially five replicate
tests were performed for each of the vendor (A and B) hamburger samples. The particle analyzers were
utilized with these replicate tests. The remaining replicate tests were run without the particle analyzers.

A total of 11 tests were conducted with hamburger A, and 9 with hamburger B.

Flaming Tests
UL 217 Standard Flaming Sources
The UL 217 flaming tests were conducted in accordance with the requirements of UL 217 standard.
Three replicates were performed.

Polyurethane Foam
The procedure for the flaming polyurethane test was in accordance with the proposed requirements of
UL 217 Flaming Polyurethane Foam Test10. Three replicate tests were performed.

Smoldering Tests
Standard UL 217 Smoldering Source (Smoldering Wood Test)
Three smoldering tests were conducted with wood in accordance with the requirements of UL 217
standard.

10

Proposed UL 217 Flaming PU foam Test dated June 18, 2014, UL LLC, 333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL.
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Smoldering PU foam test
The procedure for the smoldering polyurethane test was in accordance with the requirements of
Proposed UL Smoldering Polyurethane Foam Test11. Three replicate tests were performed.

Test Results
Broiling Hamburger Tests
The smoke data from the broiling hamburger tests included OBS, MIC response, particle diameter and
concentration, carbon monoxide concentration, and ceiling temperature.

The pre and post-test exemplars of hamburgers Vendor A and Vendor B are shown in Figure 198.

Hamburger
Vendor

Pre-Test

Post-Test

Vendor A

Vendor B

Figure 198 – Pre and Post-Test Photographs of Hamburgers from Vendor A and Vendor B

Pre-test weights and weight loss of the hamburgers is reported in Table 38.
Table 38 – Summary of Food Items Initial Weight and Loss
Food Item
Two Hamburger - Vendor A
Two Hamburger - Vendor B

11

Pre-test Weight (g)
Average
Standard Deviation
286.02
1.80
328.00
11.06

Weight Loss (g)
Average
Standard Deviation
206.22
5.94
217.18
8.46

Proposed UL 217 Smoldering PU foam Test dated June 18, 2014, UL LLC, 333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL.
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While the two hamburgers had significantly different weights, their weight losses were similar. The
weight loss standard deviation for hamburger A was 2.8%, and for hamburger B was 3.9%.

The OBS data for hamburger A and hamburger B in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room at Location 3 (10 ft.)
are presented in Figure 199 and Figure 200 respectively. The upper and lower limits are based upon 95%
confidence level and are depicted with black lines.

Figure 199 – Obscuration from hamburger A at 10
ft.

Figure 200 – Obscuration from hamburger B at 10 ft.

The OBS data from hamburger A and hamburger B at 17.7 ft. are presented in Figure 201. The upper and
lower limits based upon 95% confidence level are depicted with black lines.
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Figure 201 – Obscuration from hamburger A at
17.7 ft.

Figure 202 – Obscuration from hamburger B at
17.7 ft.

Both sources of hamburgers had similar OBS build-up rate in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room at Location
3 and Location 2 (10 and 17.7 ft.).

The MIC response data at Location 3 (10 ft.) for hamburger A and hamburger B are presented in Figure
203 and Figure 204 respectively. The upper and lower limits based upon 95% confidence level are
depicted with black lines.
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Figure 203 – MIC Response from hamburger A at
10 ft.

Figure 204 – MIC Response from hamburger B at
10 ft.

The MIC response data from hamburger A and hamburger B at Location 2 (17.7 ft.) are presented in
Figure 205 and Figure 206 respectively. The upper and lower limits based upon 95% confidence level are
depicted with black lines.
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Figure 205 – MIC Response from hamburger A at
17.7 ft.

Figure 206 – MIC Response from hamburger B at
17.7 ft.

Both sources of hamburgers had similar MIC response in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room at Location 3
and Location 2 (10 and 17.7 ft.).

The OBS and MIC response relationship at Location 2 (17.7 ft.) are presented in Figure 207 and Figure
208. The upper and lower limits based upon 95% confidence level are depicted with black lines.
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Figure 207 - OBS and MIC Response Relationship
for hamburger A at 10 ft.

Figure 208 - OBS and MIC Response Relationship
for hamburger B at 10 ft.

The OBS and MIC response relationship for hamburger A and hamburger B at Location 2 (17.7 ft.) are
presented in Figure 209 and Figure 210 respectively. The upper and lower limits based upon 95%
confidence level are depicted with black lines.
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Figure 209 – OBS and MIC Relationship for
hamburger A at 17.7 ft.

Figure 210 - OBS and MIC Relationship for
hamburger B at 17.7 ft.

Particle diameter distribution was measured at Location 2 (10 ft.), and data mean particle diameter for
the duration of the test is presented in Figure 211. For hamburger A, particle measurements were
performed for five of the 11 tests conducted. The particle analyzer malfunctioned during Test 201 and
the particle data are not reported. For hamburger B, particle measurements were performed for five of
9 tests conducted as shown in Figure 212. In these tests, mean particle diameters were initially 0.03 µm
and increased to 0.1 µm. This diameters were similar those obtained in Task 4 for broiling hamburgers.
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Figure 211 – Mean particle diameter from
hamburger A at 10 ft.

Figure 212 – Mean Particle Diameter from
hamburger B at 10 ft.

The mean particle diameter change over the duration of the tests was found to be similar between
hamburger A and hamburger B.

The carbon monoxide concentration data for hamburger A and hamburger B at Location 3 (10 ft.) are
presented in Figure 213 and Figure 214 respectively.
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Figure 213 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration
from hamburger A at 10 ft.

Figure 214 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration from
hamburger B at 10 ft.

The carbon monoxide concentration data for hamburger A and hamburger B at Location 2 (17.7 ft.) are
presented in Figure 215 and Figure 216 respectively.
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Figure 215 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration
from hamburger A at 17.7 ft.

Figure 216 - Carbon Monoxide Concentration from
hamburger B at 17.7 ft.

The maximum carbon monoxide concentration was approximately 6 ppm at both Location 3 and
Location 2 (10 and 17.7 ft.). The results were similar to data obtained in Task 4.

Flaming Tests
Wood Crib
The OBS data from wood crib, at Location 3 and Location 2 (10 ft. and 17.7 ft.) are presented in Figure
217 and Figure 218 respectively.

Figure 217 – Obscuration from Wood Crib at 10
ft.

Figure 218 – Obscuration from Wood Crib at 17 ft.
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It was observed that the rate of change and the peak values of OBS at Location 3 (10 ft.) is higher than
Location 2 (17.7 ft.).
The MIC response from the wood crib at Location 3 and Location 2 (10 and 17.7 ft.) are shown in Figure
219 and Figure 220 respectively.

Figure 219 – MIC Response from Wood Crib at 10 ft.

Figure 220 – MIC Response from Wood Crib at 17 ft.

The rate of change and the peak change in the MIC response at Location 3 (10 ft.) was higher than
Location 2 (17.7 ft.).

The carbon monoxide concentration data from the flaming wood crib tests measured at Location 3 and
Location 2 (10 ft. and 17.7 ft.) are shown in Figure 221 and Figure 222 respectively. The step nature in
Test 234 data was due to the carbon monoxide instrument averaging time being set to 30 s instead of 2
s like the other tests.

Figure 221 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration
for Wood Crib at 10 ft.

Figure 222 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration for
Wood Crib at 17.7 ft.

A maximum of 150 ppm of carbon monoxide was measured at the 17.7 ft. location.
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Flammable Liquid
The OBS data from the flammable liquid tests, measured at Location 3 and Location 2 (10 ft. and 17.7
ft.), are presented in Figure 223 and Figure 224 respectively.

Figure 223 – Obscuration from Flammable Liquid at
10 ft.

Figure 224 - Obscuration from Flammable Liquid
at 17.7 ft.

The MIC response for the flammable liquid tests, measured at Location 3 and Location 2 (10 ft. and 17.7
ft.), are presented in Figure 225 and Figure 226 respectively.

Figure 225 – MIC Response from Flammable Liquid
at 10 ft.

Figure 226 - MIC Response from Flammable Liquid at
17.7 ft.

The carbon monoxide concentration data from the flammable liquids tests, measured at Location 3 and
Location 2 (10 ft. and 17.7 ft.), are shown in Figure 227 and Figure 228 respectively. The step profile for
Test 236 was also due to the carbon monoxide time averaging setting.
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Figure 227 - Carbon Monoxide Concentration
from Flammable Liquid at 10 ft.

Figure 228 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration from
Flammable Liquid at 17.7 ft.

A maximum of 20 ppm of carbon monoxide was measured at the 17.7 ft. location.

Shredded Paper
The OBS data from the shredded paper tests, measured at Location 3 and Location 2 (10 ft. and 17.7 ft.)
are presented in Figure 229 and Figure 230 respectively.

Figure 229 – Obscuration from Shredded Paper at
10 ft.

Figure 230 - Obscuration from Shredded Paper at
17.7 ft.

The MIC response for the shredded paper tests, measured at Location 3 and Location 2 (10 ft. and 17.7
ft.) are presented in Figure 231 and Figure 232 respectively.
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Figure 231 – MIC Response from Shredded Paper at
10 ft.

Figure 232 – MIC Response from Shredded Paper at
17.7 ft.

The carbon monoxide concentration data for the shredded paper test, measured at Location 3 and
Location 2 (10 ft. and 17.7 ft.) are presented in Figure 233 and Figure 234 respectively. The step nature
of the profile in Test 225 was due to the carbon monoxide time averaging setting.

Figure 233 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration
from Shredded Paper at 10 ft.

Figure 234 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration from
Shredded Paper at 17.7 ft.

A maximum of 70 ppm of carbon monoxide was measured at the 17.7 ft. location.

Polyurethane Foam
The OBS data from the polyurethane foam tests, measured at Location 3 and Location 2 (10 ft. and 17.7
ft.) are presented in Figure 235 and Figure 236 respectively.
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Figure 235 – Obscuration from Polyurethane Foam
at 10 ft.

Figure 236 – Obscuration from Polyurethane Foam at 17.7
ft.

The MIC response for the polyurethane tests, measured at Location 3 and Location 2 (10 ft. and 17.7 ft.)
are presented in Figure 237 and Figure 238 respectively.

Figure 237 – MIC Response from Polyurethane Foam at
10 ft.

Figure 238 – MIC Response from Polyurethane Foam at
17.7 ft.

The carbon monoxide concentration data from the polyurethane foam test, measured at Location 3 and
Location 2 (10 ft. and 17.7 ft.) are presented in Figure 239 and Figure 240 respectively.
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Figure 239 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration
from Polyurethane Foam at 10 ft.

Figure 240 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration from
Polyurethane Foam at 17.7 ft.

A maximum of 15 ppm of carbon monoxide was measured at the 17.7 ft. location.
Figure 241 and Figure 242 show the results of Beam signal versus Time and Beam signal versus MIC
signal with the proposed valid test limits superimposed. Additionally, Figure 241 includes Obscuration
(%/ft.) on the right-hand axis. It was observed that these three tests exceeded the limits after 240
seconds.

Figure 241 - Compare Flaming PU foam tests to
proposed limits (Beam vs. Time)

Figure 242 - Compare Flaming PU foam tests to
proposed limits (Beam vs. MIC)

Smoldering Tests
Wood
The OBS data from the smoldering wood tests, measured at Location 3 and Location 2 (10 ft. and 17.7
ft.) are presented in Figure 243 and Figure 244 respectively.
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Figure 243 – Obscuration from Smoldering Wood at
10 ft.

Figure 244 – Obscuration from Smoldering Wood at
17.7 ft.

The MIC response for the smoldering wood tests, measured at Location 3 and Location 2 (10 ft. and 17.7
ft.) are presented in Figure 245 and Figure 246 respectively.

Figure 245 – MIC Response from Smoldering Wood
at 10 ft.

Figure 246 – MIC Response from Smoldering Wood at
17.7 ft.

The carbon monoxide concentration measured during the smoldering wood tests, measured at Location
3 and Location 2 (10 ft. and 17.7 ft.) are presented in Figure 247 and Figure 248 respectively.
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Figure 247 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration
for Smoldering Wood at 10 ft.

Figure 248 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration for
Smoldering Wood at 17.7 ft.

A maximum of 70 ppm of carbon monoxide was measured at the 17.7 ft. location.

Polyurethane Foam
The OBS data from smoldering foam tests, measured at Location 3 and Location 2 (10 and 17.7 ft.) are
presented in Figure 249 and Figure 250 respectively.

Figure 249 – Obscuration from Smoldering
Polyurethane Foam at 10 ft.

Figure 250 – Obscuration from Smoldering
Polyurethane Foam at 17.7 ft.

The peak OBS values at 10 ft. measurement location are slightly higher as compared to the Location 2
(17.7 ft.) location.

The MIC response data from the smoldering polyurethane tests, measured at Location 3 and Location 2
(10 and 17.7 ft.) are presented in Figure 250 and Figure 252 respectively.
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Figure 251 – MIC Response from Smoldering
Polyurethane Foam at 10 ft.

Figure 252 – MIC Response from Smoldering
Polyurethane Foam at 17.7 ft.

The carbon monoxide concentration data from polyurethane foam, measured at Location 3 and Location
2 (10 and 17.7 ft.), are shown in Figure 253 and Figure 254 respectively.

Figure 253 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration
for Smoldering Polyurethane Foam at 10 ft.

Figure 254 – Carbon Monoxide Concentration for
Smoldering Polyurethane Foam at 17.7 ft.

A maximum of 60 ppm of carbon monoxide was measured at the 17.7 ft. location.
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Figure 255 and Figure 256 show the results of Beam signal versus Time and Beam signal versus MIC
signal with the proposed valid test limits superimposed. The three tests exceeded the proposed limits
for smoke build-up, but was within the proposed limits for Beam signal versus MIC signal.

Figure 255 - Compare smoldering PU foam tests
to the proposed limits (Beam vs. Relative Time)

Figure 256 - Compare smoldering PU foam tests
to the proposed limits (Beam vs MIC)
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Broiling Electric Power Levels
Table 39 shows the average power and standard deviation during all broiling experiments in Task 7. The
target power level was the rating of the broiler element of 3800 Watts. A representative graph of power
during a broiling test is shown in Figure 257.
Table 39 - Power levels recorded during Task 7 broiling experiments
Test Code
Test 200
Test 201
Test 202
Test 203
Test 204
Test 205
Test 212
Test 214
Test 216
Test 217
Test 218
Test 222
Test 207
Test 208
Test 209
Test 210
Test 211
Test 213
Test 219
Test 220
Test 221

Average
Power
(W)
3794
3800
3800
3804
3801
3803
3816
3811
3826
3803
3806
3810
3795
3798
3787
3801
3805
3801
3805
3795
3796

Standard Deviation
(W)
76.5
37.1
76.9
45.1
16.2
32.9
27.9
102.5
40.1
20.0
53.2
24.9
125.1
101.6
112.1
13.8
19.5
21.9
23.6
19.2
19.0

Figure 257 - Typical plot of broiler power level
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Discussion of Results
The results from the UL 217/268 Fire test Room are discussed to provide a comparison of the two
hamburger sources, and to compare the nuisance source signature with flaming and smoldering smoke
sources. The comparisons are provided for measurement Location 3 (10 ft.). This location was selected
as it represents the closest distance recommended by NFPA 72 for installing smoke alarms near cooking
appliances.

Comparison of Two Hamburger Sources
The comparison of average OBS data from hamburger Vendor A (11 tests) and Vendor B (9 tests) is
presented in Figure 258.

Figure 258 – Comparison of Obscuration from Vendors A and B
There average OBS data from hamburger A and hamburger were comparable.

The comparison of average MIC response from hamburger A (11 tests) and hamburger B (9 tests),
measured in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room at the ceiling 10 ft. from the source is presented in Figure
259.
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Figure 259 - Comparison of MIC Response from Vendors A and B
The two sources of hamburgers generated a similar MIC response.

The average OBS and MIC response relationship for the two sources of hamburgers is shown in Figure
260.

Figure 260 – Comparison of OBS and MIC Response Relationship from Vendors A and B
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The two sources of hamburgers had similar OBS and MIC response relationships.

The comparisons of particle diameter data from the two sources of hamburgers are depicted in Figure
261 through Figure 264.

Figure 261 - Particle Mean Diameters for Vendor A

Figure 262 - Particle Mean Diameters for Vendor B

Figure 263 - Particle Mean Diameters for Vendors A
and B. Vendor A lines are thin and black

Figure 264 - Average Particle Mean Diameters for
Vendors A and B

The mean particle diameter data for hamburgers from vendors A and B had similar profiles.
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The comparison of average carbon monoxide concentration data are presented in Figure 265.

Figure 265 – Comparison of Average Carbon Monoxide Concentration from hamburger A and
hamburger B
The carbon monoxide concentrations were similar for hamburger vendors A and B.

Since the two sources of hamburgers provided similar smoke signatures, their data were combined to
develop smoke signature envelopes with respect to OBS, MIC response, and carbon monoxide
concentration for the measurements at Location 3 (10 ft.).

The estimated OBS limits based upon a 95% confidence level for the broiling hamburger tests is
presented in Figure 266.
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Figure 266 – Estimated Limits for Obscuration for Broiling Hamburger Test

The estimated MIC response limits for the broiling hamburger tests is presented in Figure 267.

Figure 267 – Estimated MIC Response Limits for Broiling Hamburger Test
The estimated OBS – MIC relationship limits for the broiling hamburger tests is shown in Figure 268.
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Figure 268 – Estimated OBS – MIC Relationship Limits for the Broiling Hamburger Test

Comparison of Broiling Hamburger Results Obtained from
UL 217/268 Fire Test Room with NIST Test Room
One of the objectives in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room tests was to develop a smoke build up rate
similar to the results from the NIST Test Room.
The results presented are averages calculated from replicate tests and from ceiling Location 3 (10 ft.).
The OBS data from the NIST Test Room and UL 217 Fire Test Room (Configuration E) are presented
Figure 269. The average OBS results from the two test configurations are presented in Figure 270.
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Figure 269 - OBS Response from the NIST Test
Room, (dotted black lines) overlaid on the UL
217/268 Fire Test Room data

Figure 270 - Comparison of Average OBS from NIST
Test Room and UL 217/268 Fire Test Room

The maximum OBS values were similar in the both the configurations showing that two hamburgers
were able to achieve a target of 2-3%/ft. OBS observed in the NIST test room. The rate of smoke buildup was slower in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room. The rate of OBS change in the NIST Test Room was
faster due to faster cooking of a single hamburger. The spikes in the NIST Test Room were from opening
the oven door to flip the hamburger. The hamburger was not flipped in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room.

A comparison of MIC response data generated in the NIST Test Room and UL 217/268 Fire Test Room
are shown in Figure 271 and Figure 272. The MIC response data from the NIST Test Room are overlaid
with the data from UL 217/268 Fire Test Room in Figure 271 and the average data are compared in
Figure 272.
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Figure 271 - MIC Response from the NIST Test Room,
(dotted black lines) overlaid on the UL 217/268 Fire Test
Room data

Figure 272 - Comparison of average MIC data from NIST
Test Room and UL 217/268 Fire Test Room

The figures show that two hamburgers in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room were able to achieve similar
MIC Response as a single hamburger in the NIST Test Room. The faster rate of change of the MIC
response in the NIST Test Room is due to faster cooking of a single hamburger.

The OBS and MIC relationship is presented in Figure 273 and Figure 274. The overlay of NIST Test Room
data with the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room data is presented in Figure 273, and the average data are
presented in Figure 274.
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Figure 273 - OBS vs. MIC Response from the NIST
Test Room (dotted black lines ) overlaid on the UL
217/268 Fire Test Room data

Figure 274 - Comparison of average OBS and MIC
data NIST Test Room and UL 217/268 Fire Test
Room

The results show that despite the slower cooking duration in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room, the
particle size distribution as indicated by the OBS and MIC Response are very similar to those obtained in
the NIST Test Room.

Figure 275 and Figure 276 depict comparison mean particle diameter between NIST Test Room and UL
217/268 Fire Test Room. Figure 275 presents an overlay of data from the NIST Test Room with UL
217/268 Fire Test Room, and Figure 276 represents average mean particle diameter.
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Figure 275 - Particle Mean Diameter from the NIST
Test Room (dotted black lines ) overlaid on the UL
217/268 Fire Test Room

Figure 276 - Comparison of NIST Test Room and UL
217/268 Fire Test Room

The results show that mean particle diameter between the tests conducted in the NIST Test Room with
single hamburger were similar with two hamburgers used in UL 217/268 Fire Test Room tests.

Figure 277 and Figure 278 depict comparison of particle concentration between NIST Test Room (black
dotted lines) and UL 217/268 Fire Test Room. Figure 277 presents an overlay of data from the NIST Test
Room with UL 217/268 Fire Test Room, and Figure 278 represents average particle concentration.
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Figure 277 - Particle Concentration vs. Mean
Particle Diameter from the NIST Test Room (black
dotted lines) overlaid on the UL 217/268 Fire Test
Room

Figure 278 - Comparison of averages from NIST Test
Room and UL 217/268 Fire Test Room

Figure 279 and Figure 280 depict comparison of carbon monoxide concentration between NIST Test
Room (black dotted lines) and UL 217/268 Fire Test Room. Figure 277 presents an overlay of data from
the NIST Test Room with UL 217/268 Fire Test Room, and Figure 278 represents average carbon
monoxide concentration.
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Figure 279 - CO Concentration from the NIST Test
Room (dotted black lines ) overlaid on the UL
217/268 Fire Test Room

Figure 280 - Comparison of average CO
concentration from NIST Test Room and UL
217/268 Fire Test Room

A maximum CO concentration of 5 ppm was measured in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room as compared
to 8 ppm in the NIST Test Room. The rate on increase in the NIST Test Room was higher due to faster
cooking of a single hamburger.

Comparison of Broiling Hamburger Smoke with Flaming Smoke Sources
In this section the smoke signatures from broiling hamburger are compared to the flaming sources
investigated. Location 3 data (10 ft.) was used for comparison purposes.

The zero time for each source was adjusted to coincide with an OBS value of 0.1 %/ft. and MIC response
value of 95%.

The relative OBS comparison of the flaming sources with broiling hamburger is shown in Figure 281.
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Figure 281 – Obscuration Growth Comparison of Flaming Sources with Broiling Hamburger
The OBS growth rate for the broiling hamburger is significantly lower than any of flaming sources
investigated. For example, the rate of change of OBS for broiling is linear and approximately 0.17 %/ft.min. In comparison the polyurethane flaming test increases to 15 %/ft. in 200 s yielding an approximate
increase at the rate of 4.5 %/ft.-min. This is approximately 25 times faster. The other flaming sources
had even faster rate of change of OBS.

The relative MIC response comparison of the flaming sources with broiling hamburger is presented in
Figure 282.
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Figure 282 – MIC Response Comparison of Flaming Sources with Broiling Hamburger
Similar to the OBS results, the MIC response change is significantly slower for the broiling hamburger as
compared to the flaming sources. For example, the initial rate of change of MIC response for broiling
hamburger was approximately 5 %/min, and for flaming polyurethane foam is 22.5 %/min. Other
flaming sources had even a faster MIC response.
A comparison of OBS and MIC response relationship is presented in Figure 283.

Figure 283 – OBS and MIC Response Comparison of Flaming Sources with Broiling Hamburger
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The comparison of the OBS and MIC response relationship indicates broiling hamburger has smaller
particles than the flaming sources.

Comparison of Broiling Hamburger Smoke with Smoldering Smoke Sources
In this section a comparison of the smoke signatures from broiling hamburger are compared to the
smoldering sources investigated. Measurements at Location 3 (10 ft.) were used for comparison
purposes.
The zero time for each source was adjusted to coincide with an OBS value of 0.1 %/ft. and a MIC
response value of 95%.
The OBS growth comparison between smoldering sources and broiling hamburger is shown in Figure
284.

Figure 284 – Obscuration Growth Comparison of Smoldering Sources with Broiling Hamburger
The OBS growth rate for the broiling hamburger is slower than the polyurethane foam but higher than
smoldering wood. However, the maximum OBS obtained for the broiling hamburger is significantly
lower than the other two smoldering sources. It was also observed that after an OBS value of
approximately 1.5 %/ft., the rate of change for smoldering wood is still linear whereas for smoldering
polyurethane foam the rate of change is faster.
Figure 285 further time-shifts the data to focus on the behavior after the three tests reach the 1.5%/ft.
obscuration level. The smoldering PU foam has a much larger slope than broiling hamburgers, while the
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smoldering wood takes an additional 2 minutes to a time when its rate of increase is larger than the rate
for broiling hamburgers.

Figure 285 – Smoldering and Broiling curves shifted in time to show difference in slopes
The MIC response (after each source achieved a MIC response value of 95%) for the smoldering sources
are compared to broiling hamburger is shown in Figure 286.
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Figure 286 – MIC Response Comparison of Smoldering Sources with Broiling Hamburger
The slope of the MIC response indicates that broiling hamburger generates smaller particles in the
beginning as compared to smoldering wood and polyurethane foam. The rate of change for the MIC
response to broiling hamburger in the first 5 minutes is 5 %/min. as compared to 1 %/min. for
smoldering wood, and 2.5 %/min. smoldering polyurethane foam.
The OBS and MIC response relationship comparison of smoldering sources with broiling hamburger is
shown in Figure 287.

Figure 287 – OBS and MIC Response Comparison of Smoldering Sources with Broiling Hamburger
The lower slope for the broiling hamburger as compared to the smoldering sources indicates that
broiling hamburgers have smaller particles than the other smoldering sources investigated. This
relationship differentiates the broiling hamburger smoke signature from that of smoldering wood and
smoldering polyurethane foam.
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Summary of Findings
The key findings from the experiments in UL 217/268 Fire Test Room are summarized as follows:











The results from broiling hamburgers from two different sources showed repeatable smoke
signatures.
The two sources of hamburgers used for broiling generated similar smoke signatures in the test
room. The results from the two sources of hamburgers were used to develop estimated limits
for OBS, MIC response, and carbon monoxide concentration.
The OBS and MIC signal levels in UL 217/268 Fire Test Room using two hamburgers were similar
to those obtained in the NIST Test Room with a single hamburger. The mean particle size and
distribution were also similar, but maximum carbon monoxide concentration was lower.
The broiling hamburger has a significantly slower OBS build-up and MIC response change rate as
compared to the flaming sources used in this investigation. The rate of increase of OBS for the
flaming sources is at least a factor of 25 faster.
The broiling hamburger has slower initial OBS growth rate as compared to smoldering
polyurethane foam. After an OBS value of approximately 1.5 %/ft., the rate of change is
significantly lower for broiling hamburger as compared to the wood and polyurethane
smoldering sources.
Broiling hamburger results in a faster change in the MIC response as compared to the other two
smoldering sources.
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Task 8 – Research Summary
A summary of findings from the research investigation are presented herein.

Literature Review
The review of the CPSC Pilot study of homes for nuisance alarm during cooking events showed that
nuisance alarms during cooking are more frequent for smoke alarms located closer to the cooking
equipment. Ion only based smoke alarms had more frequent nuisance alarm activation, though both
photoelectric and dual (ion/photoelectric) were also found to be susceptible to smoke from cooking
events. The NIST research confirmed this finding with their study conducted in a relatively small kitchen
connected to a larger hall. However, these studies did not measure smoke at the alarm locations that
would have assisted with of an understanding of smoke build-up during normal cooking. Other research
reviewed provided useful information on room configurations, cooking scenarios, and instrumentation.

Smoke Characteristics of Cooking Sources
This investigation measured smoke signatures for a range of cooking scenarios to develop data on OBS,
Measuring Ionization Chamber (MIC) response, particle diameter and concentration, and carbon
monoxide gas generated from the cooking. The cooking scenarios included (i) toasting bread; (ii) pan
frying hamburger; (iii) stir frying vegetables; (iv) heating cooking oil; and (v) broiling hamburger. The
results showed that toasting bread generated the smallest mean particle diameter of the scenarios
considered. Pan frying hamburgers, stir frying vegetables and heating cooking oil had similar mean
particle diameter. Broiling hamburger results in smaller particles in the beginning (similar to toasting
bread), followed by larger particles as the hamburger was cooked. Toasting bread resulted in the highest
particle concentration whereas broiling hamburger resulted in the lowest particle concentration. Based
upon these results, the three cooking scenarios identified by NIST research were found to be
appropriate for subsequent testing.

Baseline Results from NIST Test Room
A research test room was constructed that incorporated the NIST Test Room configuration as well as
enabled investigating other geometries and configurations.
The results from the tests conducted in the NIST Test Room configuration showed that the three cooking
scenarios had unique mean particle diameter and smoke signatures. The particles from toasting bread
were relatively small resulting in a measuring ionization chamber (MIC) response but very little OBS. The
pan frying hamburger had relative larger particles resulting in both MIC response and OBS of light.
Smaller particles were measured initially in the broiling hamburger tests with particles less than 0.06
µm, but progressed to larger particles (approximately 0.09 µm) as the hamburger was cooked. This
resulted in MIC response initially followed by measurable OBS when the particles became larger. Both
the smoke OBS and MIC response were the highest for broiling hamburgers as compared to the other
two sources. In addition, broiling hamburger also resulted in higher carbon monoxide concentration.
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Influence of Kitchen Configuration (Soffit and Ceiling Height)
While the presence of a soffit had some influence on the mean particle diameter, it did not significantly
influence the smoke signal at the measurement locations. However, increased ceiling height (10 ft.
versus 8 ft.) appeared to reduce the smoke signal (both OBS and MIC response) at the measurement
locations. This was from additional air entrainment in the smoke plume which diluted the smoke
emitted from cooking. Thus, a ceiling height of 8 ft. was identified as providing a greater susceptibility
for nuisance alarms.

Representative Cooking Nuisance Source
Broiling hamburger had a broad range of mean particle diameters and concentrations during cooking
that encompassed the mean particle diameter and concentration of other cooking scenarios. In
addition, broiling hamburger activated all smoke alarm technologies used in the investigation during
normal cooking period. Thus, it was identified as a candidate cooking scenario to represent cooking
nuisance smoke sources.

Parameters for Standardized Testing
Since the standard UL 217/268 Fire Test Room has a larger area (35 x 22 ft.) and higher height (10 ft.)
than the research test room (26 x 14.75 ft.), additional tests were conducted to develop test parameters
for use in UL 217/268 Fire Test Room. The tests confirmed that raising the range by 2 ft. in a 10 ft. ceiling
room would provide smoke signals similar to tests conducted in the 8 ft. high ceiling room configuration.
To compensate for the larger area of UL 217/268 Fire Test Room, a testing protocol was developed for
broiling two hamburgers. To reduce test-to-test variability the protocol was developed to eliminate
flipping the hamburger during the cooking sequence. In addition, data with butcher shop hamburgers
with 25% fat were developed to compare with grocery store frozen hamburgers with the intent of using
butcher shop hamburgers for standardized testing. This type of hamburger is currently used in UL 1026 Standard for Electric Household Cooking and Food Serving Appliances.

Results from UL 217/268 Fire Test Room
A broiling hamburger protocol was used in the UL 217/268 Fire Test Room to develop smoke data. Two
different sources of hamburgers were used to determine source variability. Both sources of hamburgers
generated similar smoke signatures. The data from both sources were combined to estimate upper and
lower control limits for OBS and MIC response in the test room.
UL 217/268 standard flaming and smoldering tests, as well the proposed flaming polyurethane foam and
smoldering polyurethane tests were conducted to compare with the broiling hamburger tests. For the
flaming tests, the rate of change of both OBS and MIC response was significantly higher (at least by
factor of 25) than broiling hamburger tests.
The broiling hamburger has slower initial OBS growth rate as compared to smoldering polyurethane
foam but was faster than for smoldering wood. However, after an OBS value of approximately 1.5 %/ft.,
the rate of change is significantly lower for broiling hamburger as compared to the wood and
polyurethane smoldering sources.
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